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Novel experiments that probe the dynamics of intracellular species, including the
center-of-mass displacements and internal conformational transitions of biological
macromolecules, have the potential to reveal the complex biochemical mechanisms
operating within the cell. This work presents the implementation and development of
Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy (FICS), a phase-selective approach to
fluorescence spectroscopy that measures the collective coordinate fluctuations of
fluorescently labeled microscopic particles. In FICS experiments, a spatially modulated
optical grating excites a fluorescently labeled sample. Phase-synchronous detection of the
fluorescence, with respect to the phase of the exciting optical grating, can be used to
monitor the fluctuations of partially averaged spatial coordinates. These data are then
analyzed by two-point and four-point time correlation functions to provide a statistically
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meaningful understanding ofthe dynamics under observation. PICS represents a unique
route to elevate signal levels, while acquiring detailed information about molecular
coordinate trajectories.
Mitochondria of mammalian cells are known to associate with cytoskeletal
proteins, and their motions are affected by the stability of microtubules and
microfilaments. Within the cell it is possible to fluorescently label the mitochondria and
study its dynamic behavior with FICS. The dynamics of S. cerevisiae yeast mitochondria
are characterized at four discrete length scales (ranging from 0.6 - 1.19 J1 m ) and provide
detailed information about the influence of specific cytoskeletal elements. Using the
microtubule and microfilament destabilizing agents, Nocodazole and Latrunculin A, it is
determined that microfilaments are required for normal yeast mitochondrial motion while
microtubules have no effect. Experiments with specific actin mutants revealed that actin
is responsible for enhanced mobility on length scales greater than 0.6 J1 m .
The versatility of PICS expands when individual molecules are labeled with
fluorescent chromophores. In recent experiments on the tetrameric fluorescent protein
DsRed, polarization-modulated PICS (PM-PICS) is demonstrated to separate
conformational dynamics from molecular translational dynamics. The .optical switching
pathways of DsRed, a tetrameric complex of fluorescent protein subunits, are examined.
An analysis of PM-FICS coordinate trajectories, in terms of 2D spectra and joint
probability distributions, provides detailed information about the transition pathways
between distinct dipole-coupled DsRed conformations.
This dissertation includes co-authored and previously published material.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The intracellular space of the eukaryotic cell can be characterized as a
heterogeneous environment by the sheer variety of its many components. It is crowded
with the molecules, macromolecules and organelles that maintain its proper function. The
protein component alone can account for densities over 200 mg/ml. Despite this high
degree of viscosity, the interior of the cell is also an extremely dynamic environment.
Smaller messenger molecules rely on diffusive processes to arrive at their designated
target sites, and larger macromolecules and organelles resort to means of transport
assisted by the forces generated through molecular motors. Nevertheless, movement is in
many cases also constrained by the variety of structures present in the cell. The dynamics
of intracellular species therefore often defy any simple attempt at modeling their
translational behavior, which further complicates the interaction picture of proteins,
macromolecules and organelles.
Being that it is of fundamental importance to comprehend how components of the
cell negotiate their way around the cytosolic environment, the advent of fluorescence
microscopy brought our understanding of cell function to a new level. No longer limited
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by methods that exploit the birefringent character of a handful of cellular components or
stains that preferentially accumulate in a certain cellular compartment, researchers could
now target a fluorescent probe to any desired component in the cell. This expanded upon
the variety of cellular processes one could track and follow and breached the barrier to
studying the dynamics of single molecules in the cell.

Fluorescence Microscopy on Small Cellular Components

As researchers extend their studies to shorter time scales and smaller objects, the
demands placed on fluorescence microscopy expose certain limitations to this method. At
the forfront of technological developments are improved sensors and cameras to increase
the signal collected in fluorescence experiments. Along with better fluorescent labels,
these advancements contribute towards the ultimate prize of being able to observe the
intracellular behavior of single molecules. In the realm of imaging with a CCD camera,
there are ensemble-averaged (high signal) methods, such as Fluorescence Recovery After
Photobleach (FRAP), which record the bulk behavior of many fluorescently tagged
objects. The advantage of tracking a single object in the cell is that one may ascribe a
distribution to the object's movement, which is essential to fully characterizing its
translational dynamics (Figure 1.1).
There are, however, numerous obstacles to observing the dynamics of a single
entity with a CCO camera. First and foremost, due to the heterogeneous constitution of
the cell interior, there is a strong auto-fluorescence contribution to the collected signal,
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x
Figure 1.1. Direct imaging of microscopic paJ:ticles with a CCD camera. With each
segment representing the displacement of a particle in the time frame between exposures,
the distribution in the dynamic behavior for each particle can be captured with this
method.

which drops the signal to noise level considerably. Secondly, the fluorescent light
collected over the course of the experiment diminishes as the fluorescent tags
photobleach. Therefore, the number of frames (i) captured by a CCD camera may be
approximated by

(1.1 )

where

,Q

denotes the average number of photons a fluorescent object emits before its

fluorophores are degraded, and

£

is the threshold number of photons that a set of pixels

in the CCD need to detect before discerning the object from the background [1]. The
success of any CCD fluorescence microscopy tracking experiment is contingent on
technological advances in camera sensitivity and fluorophore lifetime. In addition to the
technological limitations ofCCD fluorescence microscopy, there is the potential for
damage to the cell because of the high photon flux or reactive oxygen species generated
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by the fluorophore [2, 3]. This is especially true if short time scale dynamics are
investigated with high intensity excitation light.

Improving Signal to Noise through Measurements of Sub-Ensembles

Since the development of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) over 30
years ago, it has been implemented to study translational diffusion, molecular
aggregation and chemical rate kinetics in the cell [4,5]. FCS monitors the variation in
number of fluorescent particles occupying a small laser excited volume (Figure 1.2). The
fluctuation of the fluorescence emission collected on a single element detector is then
proportional to the diffusion of the fluorescent molecules as these move into and out of
the laser excitation field.

o

Objective

Figure 1.2. Rendering of an FCS experiment. Two particles travel into the excitation
volume at the focal point in the sample and cause a fluctuation in the emitted
fluorescence. The zoomed in portion to the right shows the random path of each
fluorescent particle as it travels through the excitation volume.

5
A distinct advantage ofFCS over CCD fluorescence microscopy methods is that
the efficiency of signal acquisition is increased by a factor proportional to the number of
molecules in the laser excitation volume,

iFCS ~ N*Q/ £

(1.2)

In Equation 1.2, N denotes the number of molecules excited by the laser light. Although
this method is an improvement over the efficiency of CCD fluorescence microscopy, the
data derived from FCS relies on a model dependent interpretation. The laser excitation
volume through which the fluorescent molecule diffuses must be carefully calibrated
before any assessment of translational dynamics is made. Furthermore, only a small
number of fluorescent molecules may occupy the excitation volume at anyone time since
a large number of molecules in the excitation volume will lower the sensitivity to a
molecular fluctuation. As with direct imaging experiments, one may increase the signal
from the sample volume with higher intensity excitation light so as to gain improved
temporal resolution; however, this can also have the undesirable effect of driving the
optical behavior of the chromophore into a non-linear regime and further complicate any
interpretation of the data. This non-linear phenomena has been observed in the spectral
properties of several fluorescent proteins commonly used in FCS [6, 7].

._-----

----------
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Length Scale Dependence of Movement and Fourier Imaging Correlation Spectroscopy

A significant aspect of observing the translational motion of objects in cells is that
the cellular environment may be described as a complex fluid. In the cell, this complexity
arises from the diversity in subcellular structures from large membranous organelles to
various protein filaments, such as actin and microtubules, to small metabolic compounds.
These structures act on the dynamical behavior of objects in a length scale dependent
manner; objects having to traverse larger length-scales will be impacted by the larger
subcelluar constituents, such as the organelles, while the short-length scale dynamics may
remain unaffected. The overall dynamic behavior inside the cell is thus determined by the
cellular components imparting different degrees of mobility relevant to length scale. In
fact, a length scale dependent analysis of movement would define a distribution akin to
the aforementioned distribution ofjumps observed in CCD imaging techniques.
The constraints imposed by the limited efficiency of CCD fluorescence
microscopy and the complications imposed by the model dependent interpretation of FCS
data led to the development of Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy (PICS). This
method expands on the concept of observing fluorescence fluctuations as is done in the
FCS experiment; however, by incorporating a means to account for length scale, PICS is
able to circumvent a model dependent interpretation of the signal. Being able to isolate a
single length-scale in a FICS experiment is also advantageous to the experimenter
because it improves the signal in the measurement. As was the case with FCS, the signal
strength in PICS is still proportional to~ N

* Q / e ; however, the signal is acquired over a
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much larger region than the small excitation volume of the FCS experiment. In PICS, the
molecular fluctuation in the experiment is observed as a fluctuation in the total
fluorescence due to changes in overlap of a fluorescently labeled particle subensemble
and a laser excitation profile,

(1.3)

Here, If (l/JG,f) is the total intensity at the detector;

c( r ,f) is the spatial configuration of

the ensemble, and a repeating excitation profile is defined as
I L(r,l/JG )

oc

1+ cos( kG . r + l/JG) with wave vector

kG'

Since the excitation profile extends

throughout the field of view, the fluorescence intensity is collected from a vast number of
labeled particles. This particular aspect ofPICS permits the use of a low power excitation
intensity and reduces the risk of inducing non-linear optical behavior, photobleaching of
the fluorescent particles and exposure of the cell to photoreactive molecules.

Measuring Dynamic Behavior

Although it is now clear that conducting a fluorescence microscopy experiment
one length-scale at a time can significantly improve the signal collected during the
experiment, it is worth considering how this signal informs us on a system's dynamic
behavior. The FICS fluctuation detected in the fluorescently labeled subensemble must
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relate to a familiar form of dynamic characterization such as the dynamic variables one
observes in direct observations made with CCD methods.
A direct approach to ascertain the dynamics of a point particle is to track its timedependent behavior. Barring any limitations to the dynamic range of the experimental
set-up, a complete dynamic picture of a small particle is possible by recording its
trajectory from the shortest time intervals to the longest time intervals. Particle
displacements collected as bYi = ri(t + r) - ,:(f) , where

r;

is the position of the i'h particle

and r is the time interval, may then be presented as a time-dependent distribution
function known as the van Hove function,

G,(r, rl =

~ (t,0[r+r,(ll- r,(I+Ill).

(1.4)

Here, Gs (r, r) accounts for only the self-displacement of individual particles and the
function tells us the time-dependent conditional probability density that a particle suffers
a displacement r = Ir(t + r) - r(t)1 during a time interval r [8]. The usefulness of
expressing the particle displacements as a probability distribution is apparent when we
consider how it relates to the random movement of a particle.
lfthe distribution function Gs(r,t) is made up of particle displacements
characterized by diffusive motion, then the central limit approximation for the
distribution will give it a Gaussian profile,

(1.5)
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In this expression, the mean-square displacement is given as

(M

2

(t)). Under

circumstances where the particle can travel along an uninterrupted path for extended
periods of time, the mean-square displacement will scale as ~ (2 [9]. This type of motion
would appear to be ballistic, but if it were observed in the cell, a possible underlying
mechanism would be the active transport of a particle to a target location. Because
particles in a liquid have any motion damped by the surrounding medium, a mean free
path inside the cell is very short. The thermally driven, hopping movement of particles
would then be characterized as Brownian, where

(1.6)

Dynamics of Brownian systems are very simple to model since the diffusion coefficient,
D, can be approximated by the Stokes-Einstein equation,

(1.7)

where k B is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, 1J is the viscosity of the
surroundings and a is the hydrodynamic radius of the particle. Temporal scaling of the
mean-square displacement is subject to a power law relation with real, physical meaning.
Exponents of t in

(M

2

(t)) may range from 2 to 1 and, in the sub-diffusive case, less
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than 1. 1 The temporal scaling ofthe mean-square displacement therefore happens to be a
useful dynamic variable for characterizing time-dependent behavior, and the fluctuation
measurement of a particle ensemble in PICS relates back to this variable.

Length-Scale Dependent Measurements of a Sub-Ensemble's Dynamics with PICS

As we return our attention to the PICS signal generated by overlapping an
excitation grating profile with our subensemble of particles as presented in equation 1.3,
it should be made clear that our subensemble is given as a microscopic density

c(r,t) = 1..V£.J'=1
~ A. 8[r - r (t)J, where V
N

I

1

is the volume, A.I is the absorption and emission

efficiency of the fluorescent particle and 8 is the Dirac delta function. The particle
density becomes non-zero in the vicinity of a fluorescent particle. On completing the
integration of Equation 1.3, the resultant expression for the fluorescence is a Fourier
component of our microscopic density,

(1.8)

The change from a temporal scaling power of2 to 1 is a consequence of the velocity
autocorrelation function going to zero in the time interval that successive particle
displacements are recorded.
1

(M. z (t)) = S: dtzJ; dt (V(t
1

1 )·

V(t z ))

1-7=)

2t 50= dr(V( 0 ).V('l")), where the second

integral is proportional to the diffusion coefficient for times that are long compared to the
velocity-correlation time [9].

----

--------------
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where

(c)

is the mean concentration, ICka (t)\ and Yka (t) are the amplitude and phase of

the Fourier component

(kG

.

(t) = ( 2~ ) 3/2 f~
~ c(r ,t )e-ikaor dr and

-

I / I

kG = 2n dG i~ is the wave-

vector defined by the separation of the fringes, d G , in the excitation profile. Because ¢G
is an experimental parameter that is removed from the signal, we are able to retrieve

Cka (t) and identify each data point in a FICS experiment as a phase-selective
measurement. The advantage of making phase-selective measurements is developed in
chapter II, but a simple analysis of the translational dynamics is also accomplished by
generating a time autocorrelation of the Fourier component,

(1.9)

where r is the time lag of the autocorrelation function. The time correlation function

~ (kG' r) is a statistically averaged distribution function related to the van Hove function
by its Fourier transform,

(1.10)

The intermediate scattering function, ~ ( kG' r ), is thus able to reconnect with dynamic
variables such as Gs (R, r), which we previously identified through conventional
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trajectory charting methods used in CCD fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, ifthe
central limit theorem holds for our particular subensemble of fluorescent particles, then

~(kG'1:) = exp( -k~ (11R 2 (t ))/6)

(1.11)

gives us a relation to characterize the temporal scaling of the mean-square displacement.

Phase-Selective Measurements with FICS

The aforementioned relation of the FICS obervable,

c (t), to a time evolving
kG

function such as the mean-square displacement establishes that FICS is an effective tool
for studying translational dynamics. The phase-selective nature of the Fourier component
extends the sensitivity ofFICS to smaller length-scales than defined by the laser
excitation pattern, and in chapter II we review in detail the treatment of the measurement
that makes this approximation possible. Chapter II contains co-authored material from
previously published research. A formidable advantage of the phase-selectivity in FICS
emerges with experiments on single molecules labeled with two fluorophores. This
variant ofFICS is termed polarization modulated FICS (PM-FICS), and it is able to
separate the signal component imparted through translational dynamics from that which
arises due to optical changes caused by conformational fluctuations.

-----

._------
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Live Cell Studies of Mitochondrial Dynamics with FICS

In the biological context, we anticipate labeled particles to exhibit more
complicated behavior than simple Brownian motion. Previous FICS research on
mitochondria of osteosarcoma cells identified a strong dependence on actin
microfilaments and microtubules for the normal dynamic state of the organelle [10].
Using the model organism S cerevisiae, which is commonly known as baker's yeast, the
time dependent movement of mitochondria as dependent on the cytoskeleton is
characterized and discussed in chapter III. Since the temporal scaling behavior of

(M

2

(t)) is a recognized method for understanding intracellular movement, the

framework of our investigation into mitochondrial dynamics is set up around this variable
[11, 12]. In addition to characterizing the dynamics of mitochondria under conditions
where a drastic change to cytoskeletal function is made, the study probes how slight
perturbations to the cytoskeleton may influence the movement of this organelle. Both
cytoskeletal inhibiting drugs and mutant genetic strains are implemented in this analysis
of how mitochondrial dynamics depend on the integrity of the cytoskeleton.

Optical Conformation Fluctuations of DsRed

After outlining a method in chapter II to separate dynamics due to translational
fluctuations in the PM-FICS signal from internal depolarization fluctuations, dynamics of
the tetrameric fluorescent protein DsRed are studied and discussed in chapter IV. Chapter
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IV contains co-authored work that appears in previously published journal articles. In an
analogy to 2D NMR spectra, we generate 2D optical spectra with the phase-selective
signals derived from PM-FICS measurements on DsRed. By moving to higher four point
correlation functions, the PM-FICS optical anisotropy signal due to Forster energy
transfer events between two chromophores can lead us to putative models of molecular
inter-conversion between different DsRed conformational states. This chapter
exemplifies the potency ofPM-FICS as a new, optical method to study intra-molecular
dynamics with applications ranging from live cell biology to microscopic dynamics
occurring at the glass transition.
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CHAPTER II

FOURIER IMAGING CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY
FOR CELLULAR STRUCTURE-FUNCTION

This chapter is an overview of the experimental method pertaining to PICS and is
essential to an understanding of what follows in the experiments discussed in chapters III
and IV. Credit for the construction and implementation of a PM-FICS instrument to study
the fluorescent protein DsRed goes to M. Fink, K. Adair and G. Lott. The results from
their experiments made a more rigorous analysis of DsRed in chapter IV possible.

The subject of this chapter introduces the reader to the underlying principles of
how Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy (FICS) is able to extract dynamic
information from a fluorescently labeled microscopic sample. After introducing the
mathematical concepts at work in a FICS experiment, the design and implementation of a
FICS instrument is presented along with results from two experiments. The first
experiment exemplifies the use of FICS in larger subcellular structures such as the
mitochondria, and a more detailed analysis of the results in this experiment is dealt with
in chapter III. The second experimental setup to be presented here for single molecule
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studies is termed polarization-modulated FICS (PM-FICS). While many ofthe
underlying principles remain the same, the extension ofFICS experiments into the single
molecule domain requires a polarization sensitive detection scheme and corresponding
change to the interpretation of the signal.

Background

In densely crowded macromolecular suspensions, molecular motions are often
temporally and spatially correlated. In living cells, molecular motions are further
complicated by a dispersion of molecular sizes and shapes, cell compartmental
organization, and the influence of cytoskeletal-related proteins. Experiments that
optically probe the motions of intracellular species can quantify such motions and thus
shed light on the underlying mechanisms of intracellular transport. Similarly, experiments
that determine center-of-mass motions and internal conformational transitions of
biological macromolecules have the potential to examine mechanisms of biochemical
activity in living cells.
Single-molecule imaging (SMI) experiments [1], which observe the fluorescence
fluctuations of individual labeled macromolecules, and fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) [2], which measures fluctuations from many molecules in a tightly
focused laser spot, are established methods to study the dynamics of intracellular species.
The SMI observables are the nanometer center-of-mass displacements of individual
molecules, with temporal and spatial resolution determined by the SIN. In contrast, FCS
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achieves a high dynamic range by spatially integrating the emission from many
molecules, which are illuminated by a tightly focused laser beam. Although precise
information about molecular coordinates is "blurred" by the spatial integration of the
measurement, the SIN ratio is enhanced by the factor N, corresponding to the number of
molecules within the observation volume. Thus, SMI and FCS exemplify two very
different parameterizations to the problem of balancing SIN and the acquisition of
detailed molecular coordinate information.
To improve on the capabilities oflow signal in vivo measurements, it is useful to
develop new ways to adjust the balance between SIN and the level of signal averaging
over microscopic coordinates. This chapter reviews FICS [3-8], a phase-selective
approach to fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy that is based on the principle that
fluctuations in partially averaged microscopic coordinates can be monitored through
variations of an optical signal phase. Unlike SMI and FCS, FICS obtains its signal from a
relatively large sample volume, so that it does not share with these methods the
advantage of spatial localization. The advantages of FICS are i) that it boosts its SIN
( oc

.Jsignal ) well above SMI values by observing a comparatively large number of

fluorescent species (N ~ 106), thus facilitating studies in living cells; and ii) that its signal
represents a partial average over microscopic coordinates that retains significant detail
about particle trajectories. In particular, the information provided by FICS is suitable to
study temporal and spatial correlations of particle motions, in addition to conformational
transitions of biological macromolecules.
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Theoretical Descriptions of Fourier Imaging Correlation Spectroscopy

PICS has been used to study the motions of mitochondrial membranes in living
cells [9, 10]. More recently, the PICS method was extended to perform low signal
measurements of the diffusion of fluorescent proteins in dilute viscous solutions [3]. The
theoretical principles of these measurements, including their applications to polarization
resolved studies of intra-molecular conformational transitions [4], are described below.

FICSfor Studies ofIntracellular Dynamics ofOrganelles. Illustrated in Figure 2.1 A are
two laser beams crossed at the sample plane of a fluorescence microscope to create a
spatially modulated intensity grating. The laser resonantly excites chromophore labels in
the sample, and the backward emitted fluorescence is separated from the excitation light
and focused onto a detector. Figures 2.1 B and 2.1 C schematically depict the overlap of
the intensity grating with a population of biological cells, for which N intracellular
compartments are fluorescently labeled (indicated by interconnected gray disks). The
average separation between the fluorescent sites must be large enough to roughly match
the optical fringe spacing (dG

=::

0.5 - 5 J1m), which can be adjusted by changing the

angle between the intersecting laser beams. Typically, the beam waist (w == 35 -100
J1m) spans at least ten optical fringes, so that the illuminated sample encompasses a large

volume V == 1,500 - 80,000 fl. Since w » dG , we approximate the intensity profile as an
infinite plane wave, 1L(r'¢G) = 10

[1 + cos(kG . r + ¢G) J, where 1

0

is a constant intensity,

kG is the wave vector of the optical grating, and ¢G is the grating phase.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the optical layout for FICS experiments, performed on
fluorescently labeled yeast mitochondria. (A) The sample is placed at the focal plane of a
fluorescence microscope. The excitation beams (light gray lines) are sent to a focusing
objective using a dichroic beam-splitter, and create a spatially modulated intensity grating
at the sample. The spatially integrated fluorescence (dark gray lines) is collected by the
same objective and focused onto a photo-detector. (B) Condensed view of the focused
laser spot with beam waist ~ 50 11m. (C) Fluorescently labeled mitochondrial filaments,
represented as N interconnected gray disks, are excited by the optical grating with fringe
spacing da . Signal fluctuations occur as mitochondrial filaments move relative to one
another. (D) Schematic ofthe total fluorescence intensity If as a function of the grating
phase ¢Ja' The modulated component of the signal has phase

r kG • (E) The signal phase is

proportional to the mean position ~ (t) of the sampled particle distribution PN [x{t)J.
The sampled distribution is a time-dependent subset of the equilibrium distribution

Peq{x).
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The fluorescence intensity If is proportional to the spatial overlap of the
fluorescent particle sites with the optical grating intensity profile

(1.3)

In Equation 1.3 the local particle concentration is

c(r,t) = f

I:

1

Ai e5[ r - r i (t)

J, where

the constants Ai represent the absorption I emission efficiencies of the individual sites,
and

e5 (x)

is the Dirac delta function. After carrying out the spatial integration of

Equation 1.3, the fluorescence intensity takes the form [3]

(1.8)

where

(c) =: ~ I:1A i

is the mean concentration, and ICkG

(t)1

and

Yk
G

(t)

are,

respectively, the amplitude and the phase of the spatial Fourier component of the local
particle concentration:

(2.1)
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Equation 2.1 shows that the signal consists of two parts; a stationary (dc) background,
proportional to N, and a

t/>G -dependent (ac) term with amplitude IC kG (t)/

oc

IN . Figure

2.1D illustrates how the phase of the modulated fluorescence intensity is shifted by an
amount

r kG (t)

relative to the phase of the optical grating. The PIes apparatus applies a

sweep to the phase

t/>G (t') = wGt' + t/>o

at the carrier frequency

wG/2rc = 10 MHz. The

period of the modulation is much longer than the fluorescence lifetime, but short in
comparison to the center-of-mass coordinate fluctuations. Phase-sensitive detection and
low-pass filtering techniques are used to determine the 'in-phase'

[X

kG

(t) oc

components. These two quadratures fully characterize the complex signal

XkG (t) + iYkG (t) = ckG (t) , which is equivalently specified by the amplitude ICkG (t)1
the phase

rk

G

and

(t). It is important to note that the precision to which the signals are

determined depends on the SIN ( oc IN ) of a particular measurement. Because the signal
is spatially integrated over a sample with N

z

106 , the enhancement of the S/J\T in

comparison to single-particle measurements is about a thousand-fold.
Equation 2.1 shows that the time-dependence of

c

kG

(t)

arises due to particle

coordinate fluctuations, which are projected onto the fringes of the optical grating. Since
A

the grating wave vector kG points in the i -direction, only the x-components ofthe
coordinates contribute to the signal. The N coordinates

{Xl (t )'X2 (t )""'XN (t)}

fluctuate
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continuously about their mean values according to

Xi

(t) =8xi (t) + (Xi) • In Figure 2.1E,

we schematically represent a hypothetical continuous distribution Peq (x) that describes
the equilibrium probability of observing a randomly selected particle with coordinate x,
mean

(x)

~

=

f= X P (x )dx = 0

-

eq

and variance

FICS signal samples the Fourier transform

c( x,t) = t

L:

1

Ai8[ x -

Xi

c

kG

(52

~

=

J=-x P (x) dx . At a given instant, the
2

~

(t) ofa subset

PN

[x(t)J =

(t) Jof the equilibrium distribution. According to the central

limit theorem, the sampled distribution has mean value

xN (t) =

L:

X
1 i

(t )PN [Xi (t)J and

equilibrium distribution by the factor N- 1 • According to Equation 2.1, the FICS signal is

Using the theory of cumulants [11], the FICS signal can be Taylor expanded in terms of
the raw moments of PN [x(t)J:

(2.2)

Alternatively, an expansion of the logarithm of

c

kG

(t) defines the cumulants:
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(2.3)

A term-by-term comparison between Equations 2.2 and 2.3 leads to

approximation of

c

kG

(t) is given by the cumulant expansion of Equation 2.3, truncated at

m=2.

(2.4)

Equation 2.4 shows that the measured phase and the amplitude of

c

kG

(t) can be assigned

respectively. In this way, the FICS observable determines the size N ofthe sampled
distribution {through the relationship

[oxN (t)J oc N- 1 }, and its mean value (illustrated

in Figure 2.1E).

Polarization-Modulated FICS for Studies ofBiomolecular Dynamics. In the above
discussion, the number of fluorescent molecules that decorate each particle site is large
(;::: 10\ so that the system is optically isotropic. When the individual sites correspond to
isolated fluorescent molecules, then the system has a continuously fluctuating steady-
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state anisotropy. If the polarizations of the exciting laser and the detected emission are
specified, the FICS signal can contain information about molecular anisotropy
fluctuations, in addition to center-of-mass motions. As discussed further below, the
anisotropy fluctuations can reflect conformational transitions of appropriately labeled
macromolecules.
In polarization-modulated FICS, two orthogonal elliptically polarized laser beams
are used to create the optical grating (Figure 2.2A). The crossed beams simultaneously
generate a linear polarization grating and an intensity interference pattern at the sample

A

optical pattern

B

dichroic BS

focusing objectives
avalanche
photo-diodes

Figure 2.2. (A) Schematic diagram ofthe optical layout for FICS experiments,
performed on fluorescent proteins in dilute viscous solution. Two orthogonal, elliptically
polarized laser beams are crossed at the sample plane of a fluorescence microscope. The
spatially and temporally integrated fluorescence is split using a polarizing beam-splitter
(BS), and detected in parallel using two synchronized photon-counting detectors. (B) At
the sample, the superposition of the two laser beams creates (simultaneously) a spatially
modulated intensity interference pattern and a plane polarization grating. Molecular
chromophores are depicted as white circles bisected by line segments, indicating the
orientations of transition dipoles. (C) Each optical chromophore is characterized by its
absorption and emission dipole moments (iLf and iL: , respectively), and its

e;e.

depolarization angle
The two polarized emission signals are each projected onto
orthogonal laboratory frame axes (labeled a and X).
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(Figure 2.2B). The signal fluctuations arise from combined projections of the molecular
center-of-mass coordinates onto the intensity grating, and the transition dipole
orientational coordinates onto the polarization grating. The polarized fluorescence is
separated into laboratory frame orthogonal directions using a polarizing beam splitter,
and both signals are phase-synchronously detected.

e;e,¢p) is

The plane-polarized fluorescence intensity from the ith molecule A;a,x (

emission transition dipole moments, respectively, and the angle brackets (...) indicate an
orientational average over the distribution of absorption dipoles [12]. As illustrated in
Figure 2.2C, the laboratory frame detection electric field directions are given by €~et and

€;et' and the rotating excitation field direction is given by €ex (¢p) = sin¢pa + cos¢px.
Assuming an isotropic distribution of absorption dipole moments, the orientational
average leads to the following first-order approximations to the polarized, steady-state
intensities [13]

Aa(()Qe '"
1

I

,'I'G

)::::1J1~QI21J1~e12[.!2.+~cos(2()Qe)_2.cos(2()Qe
72 360
9
1

I

I

_til
1

'l'G

)+_1
cos(2()Qe +'" )
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I

'l'G

(2.5)

and
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(2.6)

In Equations 2.5 and 2.6,

ate

is the angle that subtends the absorption and emission

dipole moments, and the excitation polarization angle is expressed in terms of the phase
of the intensity grating ¢G

= 2¢p. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 also assume that the time scale of

rotational diffusion is much longer than the fluorescence lifetime, which is typically a
few nanoseconds.
The total fluorescence from the N molecules is obtained from the spatial
integration of Equation 1.3. In this case, the local concentration of excited molecules is

total fluorescence is given by [3]

(2.7)

The phase ¢G (t') = nt' + ¢GO is swept at the carrier frequency

n/27r = 10 MHz. The

period of the modulation is much longer than the fluorescence lifetime and the rotational
reorientation time, but short in comparison to the center-of-mass and conformational
fluctuations of interest.
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Substitution of Equations 2.5 and 2.6 into Equation 2.7, and retaining only the
terms that are third-order in ¢JG leads to

(2.8)

and

(2.9)

Using phase sensitive detection techniques described in reference [3], the above signals
are demodulated at three times the carrier frequency. One thus determines the in-phase

[x:'x
G

= 1;'x (kG' 3¢JG = 0)] and in-quadrature [~a,x
= 1;'x (kG' 3¢JG = n/2)] projections
G
,

of the polarized fluorescence. These components are combined according to
za,x = Xa,x + iya,x to obtain the complex-valued signals
kG

kG

kG

(2.10)

and
(2.11)
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Because the final terms of Equations 2.10 and 2.11 are small in comparison to the
leading terms, the complex signals are well approximated by

(2.12)

and
(2.13)

Equations 2.12 and 2.13 are combined to isolate the local number density fluctuation

number density fluctuation is identical to the local concentration defined by Equation 2.1,
which is well approximated by the truncated cumuIant of Equation 2.4. A similar
treatment of the anisotropy density leads to the approximation

(2.14)

where the mean depolarization angle of the sampled distribution is given by
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The argument of Equation 2.14 generally contains coupling terms that are proportional to

J [O(j~e (t) J.Such terms vanish if molecular center-of-mass positions are

k~ [ OXN (t )

statistically uncorrelated with the depolarization angles. In this case, the anisotropy
density fluctuation can be approximated by
fluctuation is

ZA (t)

L:Ju;1 1.u:1 expi[ 2e;e (t) J. While both the number density and
2

oc

Z:: (t) = Z:: (t )ZA (t), where the anisotropy

2

the anisotropy density fluctuations are kG -dependent, the anisotropy fluctuations are
independent of the length scale probed.

Time-Dependent Coordinate Fluctuations, Measured by FICS. As discussed above, the
Fles observables contain information about the mean and variance of the sampled
distributions of fluctuating particle coordinates. Figure 2.3 illustrates schematically the
relationships between hypothetical sampled distributions and their mean values, as a
function of time. In Fig. 2.3A, the underlying particle distribution of center-of-mass
coordinates PN [ x (t )] is shown as the sum of N discreet features. A sampled distribution
at one instant in time (shaded dark gray, solid outline) is compared to a sampled
distribution at a later time (shaded light gray, dashed outline). If the particles can diffuse
freely, then the equilibrium distribution Peq (x) is smooth and continuous, as shown. As
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A
PN[X(t)]

"
x
Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of the time-dependent mean coordinate fluctuations
sampled using FICS. (A) A hypothetical sampled distribution of molecular center-ofmass coordinates PN[x(t)] is depicted as a sum ofN= 5 discreet features. The sampled
distributions are shown for two distinct times, which are distinguished by dark and light
gray shading. As the molecular center-of-mass coordinates fluctuate, the mean sampled
coordinate xN (t) (indicated by solid and dashed vertical lines) explores the continuous
equilibrium distribution. (B) A hypothetical sampled distribution of molecular
depolarization angle coordinates PN [ eae (t )] is depicted as a sum of N = 3 discreet
features. As in (A), dark and light gray shaded distributions indicate two distinct times.
Transitions between distinct conformational states give rise to time-dependent shifts in
the sampled depolarization angle coordinate e~e (t) (indicated by solid and dashed
vertical lines).

individual particles undergo center-of-mass displacements, the mean sampled coordinate
XN

(t) (indicated by a solid and dashed vertical line) fluctuates among the possible values

specified by the equilibrium distribution. By comparing PICS measurements performed
at distinct times, the mean coordinate displacement /:iXN(t 21 ) == xN(t 2) -

xN(t1)

is

determined, where t21 = t2 - t1 is the time interval separating successive measurements.
In Figure 2.3B, a hypothetical equilibrium distribution of molecular depolarization angles

p'q (e ae ) is shown. For certain biological macromolecules, in which two coupled
chromophore labels have well-defined relative orientations, the value of the
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depolarization angle can reflect the internal conformation of the macromolecule. In such
cases, the equilibrium distribution P"q ((r') describes the discreet set of possible
conformations. The example of Figure 2.3B shows this distribution with three possible
conformational states. Underlying sampled distributions PN [e

ae

(t) ] (shaded dark and

light gray) and their corresponding mean values e~e (t) (vertical solid and dashed lines)
are shown for two distinct times. Comparison between successive FICS measurements
allows for the determination of the mean depolarization angle displacement jj.fj~e (t 21 ).

Two-Point Time-Correlation Functions and Distributions. A convenient
characterization of the fluctuations in equilibrium systems is given by the two-point timecorrelation function (2P-TCF) (Z*(O)Z(t 21 )) = lim1fT Z*(t')Z(t 21 +t')dt', where the
T~~ T

0

angle brackets indicate the integration over time, and t21

= t2 - tl

~

0 is the time interval

separating two successive measurements. The cumulant approximations of Equations 2.4
and 2.14 suggest that the number density and anisotropy density 2P-TCFs can be written,
respectively,

(2.15)

and
(2.16)
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. where the second term on the right side of Equation 2.16 is the anisotropy 2P-TCF:

(2.17)

Equation 2.15 defines the mean center-of-mass displacement LlXN (121 )

= XN (121 ) -

XN (0)

of the sampled distribution during the time interval 121 ' and the variance of the
displacement distribution 8LlX~ (1 21 )

=[ LlXN (121 ) J.Similar definitions hold for the mean

depolarization displacement and its variance given in Equation 2.15. Equations 2.15 2.17 assume statistical independence between the means and variances of the sampled
distributions. The 2P-TCFs are generally complex-valued, with phase factors that depend
on the mean coordinate displacements, and amplitudes that depend on the variances.
These functions decay, on average, on a time scale for which the magnitude of the phase
displacement exceeds ~ '!C/4. The number density 2P-TCF described by Equation 2.15 is
known as the self-part of the intermediate scattering function employed in liquid state
theory [14]. For a system of freely diffusing non-interacting molecules, this expression
can be further simplified using the Gaussian model for single particle motion. Since the
observation time scale is large compared to the relaxation time ofthe velocity
autocorrelation function of molecular displacements, we may treat LlXN

(121 )

as a

Gaussian random variable. Equation 2.15 is then well approximated by

c~2 (121 )

DC

exp [ -k~Ds121

J, where Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient. Equation 2.16

suggests that we may isolate the anisotropy 2P-TCF by experimentally determining the
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ratio ci~ (t 21 )/ C~J (t 21 ). For systems in which particle displacements are highly
correlated, deviations of C~J (t 21 ) from the Gaussian model behavior is a quantitative
measure of the time and length scales over which correlations are important.
While 2P-TCFs convey the average time scales of molecular parameter
displacements, more detailed information about the weights and magnitudes of the
sampled displacements are contained in two-point distribution functions (2P-DFs). For
example, the distribution p~2)[~N(t21)J is defined such that p~2)[~N(t21)Jd~N is the
probability of sampling N molecules whose mean center-of-mass has undergone a
displacement in the range

~N

and

~N

+ d~N' during the time interval t 21 . This

distribution can be constructed by sampling pair-wise products of the form

histograms of the realizations of ~N (t 21 ), weighted by the sampled inverse variance
( DC

N). Referring to the central limit theorem, if ~N (t) behaves as a Gaussian random

variable, the distribution p~2) [ !UN (t21 )] is expected to be Gaussian and centered at
(!UN)

=o. Furthermore, the variance of the sampled distribution is expected to scale

linearly with time according to 8!U~ (t21 ) = 2DSt 21 , in analogy to the self-part of the van
Hove correlation function [14].
The joint distribution p~2) [ !UN (t 21 );!!e;e (t 21 )] is related to the probability of
sampling N molecules with mean depolarization angle !!(j~e (t 21 ) and mean displacement
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tllN(t 21 ), during the time interval t 21 . The joint distribution is constructed by sampling
products of the anisotropy density according to:
x

i2 8
eikaAXN (121 )e 6. !:t' (121)

=

Z::* (0 )Z:: (t 21 ) = e-tk8Mi"~

(1 2tl e -2 &:. 8!:t,2 (121 )

Z::*(0)Z:: (t21 ) ZM (0) ZA (t 21 ). The factorization between the

parameters tllN(t 21 ) and ~e~e(t21) implies that p~2)[tllN(t21);~e~e(t21)J

J, so that the 2P-DF for the anisotropy fluctuations can
be isolated from the ratio p~2) [ ~e~e (t21 )] = p~2) [ tllN(t21 );~e~e (t21 )Jj p~2) [ tllN(t 21 )J.
= p~2) [ tllN(t 21 )] p~2) [ ~e~e (t 21 )

FICS Optical Layout

Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram of a typical FICS apparatus. Further
instrumental details are described by Fink, et al. [3]. A plane polarized, continuous wave
laser beam is split into two beam paths with orthogonal plane polarization components at
the entrance of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Within each arm of the MZI are
placed an acousto-optic Bragg cell (labeled AOl and A02) and a variable wave plate
polarization compensator. The AOs impart a time varying phase shift to their respective
beams, while the variable wave plates are used to independently adjust the polarization
states each beam. The two beams are brought together at the exit of the MZI, with 50% of
the output used to generate the excitation grating at the sample, and the remaining light
used to generate a reference signal for phase-synchronous detection and mechanical noise
reduction. In order to routinely change the fringe spacing produced at the sample, the two
input beams are sent through a second Sagnac interferometer. The counter-propagating
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of the FICS optical layout (described in text).
(Abbreviations have the following meanings: APD, avalanche photo-diode; PD, photodiode; BS, beam-splitter; AO, acousto-optic Bragg cell.) See [3] for further details.
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beams travel through a shear plate, which has the effect of laterally separating the two
beams. By manually adjusting the orientation of the shear plate, the incident angle of the
beams at the sample can be changed, which determines the fringe spacing.
The precision ofFICS measurements is limited by mechanical instabilities of the
interferometers, which introduce noise in the interference pattern at the sample. To
reduce mechanical noise, an active-feedback system is used to lock the phase of the
optical grating in the sample (relative to that of the reference waveform) to within ~ 1/100
of the fringe spacing. A feedback signal, which is generated by comparing the phase of
the modulated excitation intensity to that of the reference waveform, is used (via a Piezomounted optical mirror) to minimize the relative phase error (RPE). When the feedback
circuit is engaged, fluctuations of the RPE occurs on millisecond time scales with
(RPE2)1/2 ~ 3.9 nm. In this case, (3.9 nm I dG)-2n is the upper boundary to the precision
that FICS phase measurements are sensitive.

Examples of FICS Applications

Translational Fluctuations ofMitochondria in Living Cells. FICS experiments were
conducted to study mitochondrial transport in human osteosarcoma cells [5, 15], and in
the budding yeast, S. cerevisiae. Presented below is an example for the case of yeast.
MATa strains were selected for their sensitivity to alpha factor, which shifts these cells
into the mating phase of the cell cycle. Mitochondria were visualized by transforming
cells using the plasmid pRS316, containing DsRed.T1 fused to the COX4leader
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sequence. Cells were cultured to log phase in SD media, before treating them with 100

/lM alpha factor for two hours. Cells were depleted of microfilaments by treatment with
Latrunculin-A at 200 /lM for aID-minute incubation period. Samples were mounted onto
a thin 3% agarose pad using SD media and 10 /lM alpha factor, and sealed using valap to
fuse the edges of a coverslip to the glass slide. Microtubules and/or actin microfilments
were visualized by antibody staining with rat anti-a-tubulin (YOL 1/2 from clontech) or
Alexa-phalloidin-542, followed with a 3.7% paraformaldehyde fixative treatment [16].
Studies of the effects of cytoskeletal inhibiting drugs on mitochondrial motility were
carried out at 25°C.
To characterize the dependence of mitochondrial dynamics on cytoskeletal
proteins in mating S. cerevisiae, cells were cultured to log phase before incubating them
in 100 /lM alpha factor for a period of two hours. In Figure 2.5 are shown fluorescence
micrographs of typical specimens. For healthy yeast cells, mitochondrial structure is
similar to that in higher organisms arrested in G1; a single interconnected network of
tubular filaments constituting the reticulum morphology [15, 17] (see Figure 2.5A, left
inset). The right inset of Figure 2.5A shows that the actin cytoskeleton in healthy cells is
extensive and concentrated near the cell tip. Prominent features such as actin cables and
patches are evident. For cells treated with the actin destabilizing agent Latrunculin-A, the
mitochondrial reticulum morphology is disrupted, resulting in a population of
intermediate size mitochondrial compartments (Figure 2.5B, left inset). No trace offactin is detected in Lat-A treated cells (Figure 2.5B, right inset).
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Figure 2.5. da-dependent two-point time-correlation functions (2P- TCFs), c~2 (t ZI ) , for
mitochondria in mating yeast cells under varying cytoskeletal conditions. The time-axes
are plotted in reduced time units, t21 /rO ' with

1'0

=

(k~Do

r

and Do = 1.8 x 10--4

~m2 S·l.

The insets show fluorescence micrographs of typical specimens on which FICS
experiments were conducted. (A) The mitochondria of healthy cells appear in the
reticulum morphology with an extensive actin cytotoskeleton. (B) Cells treated with
Latrunculin-A appear with mitochondria disrupted into smaller compartments, and the
depletion of actin microfilaments. Each panel shows decays of c~2 (t ZI ) for
measurements performed at four different length scales: da = 0.6 ~m, O.79 ~m, 1.03 ~m,
and 1.19 ~m. In panel (A), the 2P-TCFs decay with increasing rate for decreasing values
of da. In panel (B), the 2P-TCFs appear to decay independent of the value of da. In both
panels, the dashed-dotted curves show the expected decay of a purely diffusive system
with functional form exp( -t2l /1'o).
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Figure 2.5 shows the decays of the 2P-TCFs C~J(t21) for mitochondrial
displacements as a function of the reduced time variable

t2

JTo ' with 1'0 = (k~Do

r

and

Do = 1.8 x 10-4 J..lm2 S-I. By plotting our data in this way, the 2P-TCFs are rescaled to
eliminate length scale dependent contributions from random diffusion. For a system of
independent Brownian particles, the 2P-TCFs measured at different length scales would
all fall upon a single universal curve of the form exp (- t 21 / To). We may thus compare the
length scale dependent differences in mitochondrial mobility due to the influence of
cytoskeletal proteins. In panel (A) we plot the 2P-TCFs for healthy cells, and in panel (B)
we plot those for cells depleted of microfilaments. From the results shown in panel (A),
we see that the TCF's do not lie on a single universal curve, indicating that mitochondria
in healthy cells exhibit a length-scale dependent mobility beyond the effects of simple
diffusion. The TCF corresponding to do = 1.19 J..lm appears to decay more slowly than for
those with do = 0.60 J..lm and do = 0.79 J..lm, suggesting a trend of decreasing mobility
with increasing length-scales. For cells depleted of microfilaments (B), the length scale
dependence of the 2P-TCFs vanishes almost completely. These data are compared to the
single exponential decay exp( -t21 /1'0) ' corresponding to a simple diffusive limit, with
time constant

1'0

approximating the lie time of the data shown in panel (B). We further

compare this diffusive limit to data for healthy cells, shown in panel (A). It is noteworthy
that the value used for Do is the same as that previously obtained in similar experiments
conducted on G1 arrested osteosarcoma cells, which were treated with microfilament and
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microtubule destabilizing agents [5]. This suggests that the intracellular environment
experienced by mitochondria in the absence of microtubules and microfilaments is quite
similar for yeast as for osteosarcoma cells.

Translational/Conformational Fluctuations oftlte Fluorescent Protein DsRed in
Solution. FICS has been applied to study center-of-mass diffusion [3], and slow
polarization fluctuations resulting from the conformational transitions of DsRed, a
multicolored fluorescent protein derived from the coral Discosoma sp [4, 13]. Fluorescent
proteins are widely used in biotechnological applications as reporters of gene expression
and other singular events of cell activity [18]. It has been hypothesized that fluorescent
proteins from reef-building corals function in an adaptive mechanism to optically interact
and to regulate the symbiotic relationship between corals and photosynthetic algae [19].
It is therefore interesting to examine in some detail the conformational transitions that
affect the protein's ability to transfer optical excitation energy and to undergo
fluorescence efficiently. DsRed has an exceptionally high extinction coefficient (£ = 3

X

10 5 cm- 1 M- 1 , Aex ~ 532 nm), orange-red emission that is easily separated from excitation
light, and a high fluorescence quantum yield (Clf= 0.79) [20].
In the following are presented FICS measurements of slow (~ 8 s) anisotropy
fluctuations resulting from changes in the incoherent dipolar coupling between the
adjacent chromophore sites of DsRed, which is a tetrameric complex of fluorescent
protein subunits [21]. The cylinder-shaped subunits of the complex each contain an
optical chromophore, with relative orientation of the transition dipole moments rigidly
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fixed. The DsRed molecules are free to diffuse in 95% glycerol! water solution. On the
time scale of the fluorescence lifetime ('rf
slow ('r R

~

:::::

3.2 ns) [22], rotational diffusion is very

100 ns), so that the rate of fluorescence depolarization is not affected by

molecular rotation. However, fluorescence depolarization is strongly influenced by intramolecular energy transfer [22]. Because the relative distances and orientations between
adjacent transition dipoles are small, an excited chromophore site can transfer its energy
to one of its unexcited neighbors by a Forster dipole-dipole mechanism. When two sites
in the DsRed complex are coupled, the excited state polarization rotates by the angle

e

ae

,

which subtends the absorption dipole moment ofthe initially excited chromophore and
the emission dipole moment of the emitting chromophore. Similar to the behavior of the
green fluorescent protein (GFP), the individual f1uorescent protein subunits of DsRed can
undergo so-called 'flickering' transitions between 'bright' and 'dark' states [23, 24]. A
locally resonant site (i.e., a 'bright' site) can reversibly interconvert to a non-resonant
('dark') site. As local sites flicker between 'bright' and 'dark' states, the populations of
distinct pair-wise coupled conformations are also expected to fluctuate, leading to
fluctuations of the polarized fluorescence.
In Figure 2.6 are shown experimental trajectories of
constructed from the polarized signals, with d G

=

Z:; (t) and Z:; (t),

2.12 /lm. These data represent the

final 100 seconds of an acquisition performed at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, and over a
duration of512 s. In the left column are shown the real and imaginary parts of the
number density fluctuation; the top panel shows an expanded time axis, corresponding to
a 1 s interval. In the right column are shown the real and imaginary parts of the
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anisotropy density fluctuations. Both

Z:: (t) and Z:: (t) exhibit rapid sub-second

fluctuations, while the anisotropy density contains at least one additional, slow variation
on the time scale of a few seconds.
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Figure 2.6. Experimental trajectories of the number density fluctuation

400 t (s) 480

Z:: (t)

500

and the

anisotropy density fluctuation Z:;: (t), constructed from demodulated polarized
fluorescence signals, with d G = 2.12 pm. These measurements were recorded from a 10
nM solution of DsRed in 95% glycerol! water, at a frequency of 1 kHz, and over an
acquisition period of 512 s. In panels (C) and (D), the final 100 seconds of the data run
are shown. In panels (A) and (B), the time axis is expanded to show the variation over a 1
second time window. In each panel, the two signal quadratures, ¢G = 0, lr/2, are plotted
in black and gray, respectively.
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From the experimental trajectories are calculated the normalized TP-TCFs
C~~ (t 21 ) and C~ (t 21 ), defined by Equations 2.13 and 2.14, respectively. These are

shown in Figures 2.7A and 2.7B, displaced vertically for the five different fringe spacings
d G = 1.6, 1.75,2.12,2.56, and 2.92 flm. In Figure 2.7A are compared results for

C~~ (t 21 ) (black) to the Gaussian model for single particle diffusion described by
exp(-k~Dst21) (white). For these calculations a self-diffusion coefficient of D s = 3.7

x10- 10 cm 2

S-1

is used that is consistent with previous measurements of DsRed self-

diffusion in 95% glycerol/water solution [3]. For each of the five values of do
investigated, the time constants of the decays increase with increasing length scale, and
the data are well described by the Gaussian model. This is the expected result, since the
average separation between DsRed molecules is ~ 1 fl m, and molecular interactions are
unlikely to cause deviations from random center-of-mass motion. The assumption of
statistical independence between the sampled mean center-of-mass displacement

AXN(t 21 ) and the mean displacement of the depolarization angle ~e;e (t 21 ) is tested by
comparing the results for C~ (t 21 ) to model decays, which account for the factorization
described by Equation 2.14. For this purpose, a single exponential decay exp (- t 21 / 'rA) is
used to represent the average loss of polarization memory described by the anisotropy
2P-TCF d}) (t 21 ). Figure 2.7B compares measurements of ci~ (t 21 ) to the model decay
exp [ -(k~Ds +

XJt 21 Jwith

'rA

= 8 s. Note that the functions

Ci~(t21)

decay more

rapidly in time than do the functions c~~ (t 21 ) , as the model decays suggest, and that the
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agreement between the data and the model curves is very good for all values of d G •
Figure 2.7C shows a comparison between the ratio of the decays shown in Figures 2.7A
and 2.7B, el~ (t Z1 )/e~l (t Z1 ) = elZ) (t Z1 ) , to the model function exp( -tzJ"A)' The
agreement between the experimental results for elZ) (t Z1 ) and the single-exponential
decay, for all values of d G , demonstrates a clear and unambiguous separation between
anisotropy and center-of-mass fluctuations. The value obtained for the relaxation time" A

= 8 s suggests that this is the slowest time scale for internal conformational fluctuations
of DsRed. Because the decays of elZ) (t Z1 ) are independent of dG, these measurements
demonstrate a clear and unambiguous separation between the anisotropy and the centerof-mass fluctuations of the DsRed system.
Figure 2.8 shows two-point distribution functions (2P-DFs) of the mean sampled
displacement of the center-of-mass pJZ) [ AXN (t Z1 )]' and the depolarization angle

J. The 2P-DFs are constructed from the FICS measurement trajectories

pJZ) [ I:1fj~e (t Z1 )

Z;: (t) and Z:: (t ) . In each panel, the distributions are vertically displaced for three
different values of the time interval t Z1 ' The sampled distributions are symmetric and
centered about the origin, and their widths increase as a function of t ZI • In Figure 2.8A,
the sampled distribution pJZ) [ AXN (t Z1 )] is compared to the self-part of the van Hove
correlation function Gs (AXN ,tZ1 ) = (4nDt z1

f

3
/

Z

exp(- AX~/4DstZ1) (dashed gray curves),

where the value of D s is the same as that used for the previous comparison between the
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Figure 2.7. da-dependent two-point timecorrelation functions (2P-TCFs) of the number
density and the anisotropy density fluctuations,
C~J (t 21 ) and C~~ (t 21 ), respectively. Decays
corresponding to different values of the fringe
spacing dG are vertically displaced. Diagonal and
vertical dashed lines are guides to the eye to
roughly indicate the decay time scale. In panel (A),
we compare C~J (t 21 ) to the Gaussian model for
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number density 2P-TCF and the Gaussian model decays. The agreement between the van
Hove function and the 2P-DF provides further support that the Gaussian model is an
accurate picture of molecular self-diffusion in the DsRed system. It is important to
emphasize that the comparison between theory and measurement at the level of the DFs
is a more accurate test of the underlying model than the previous comparison at the level
of the 2P-TCFs. This is because the TP-TCFs represent a statistical average over the

Xp~2) [ f},XN (t 21 )] df},XN (t 21 ). It is therefore possible to probe dynamical information that is
often obscured in conventional measurements by examining the 2P-DFs directly. In
Figure 2.8B is shown the 2P-DF of the mean depolarization angle p~2)[~e;e(t21)J. This
distribution is isolated from the joint distribution of the anisotropy density

p~2) [ f},XN (t 21 ); ~e;e (t 21 )] by factoring out translational contribution. This distribution is
also roughly Gaussian, and its width broadens on time scales less than 70 ms.

Conclusions

The movement and redistribution of intracellular species is an essential part of
normal cell function. Such processes involve transport and interactions between myriad
biochemical species over a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. Measurements that
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provide information about the microscopic details of intracellular processes can help to
resolve mechanisms of biological activity.
Few current methods provide detailed microscopic information about intracellular
chemical processes. The low signal limitations of existing methods place constraints on
the number of studies that are possible. Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy (FICS)
is a novel fluorescence fluctuation method that achieves enhanced signal levels by
spatially integrating over a relatively large sample volume, while retaining microscopic
information by imprinting particle center-of-mass coordinates onto an optical signal
phase. When employed in a polarization selective optical geometry to suspensions of
fluorescent molecules, the FI CS approach is suitable to study the internal conformation
fluctuations in the presence of molecular diffusion. The phase-selectivity ofFICS
measurements enables the determination of time correlation functions and probability
distributions, which provide detailed information about the time scales and the weighted
magnitudes of molecular coordinate displacements, respectively. A straightforward
extension of this approach developed in chapter IV involves analyses based on four-point
correlation functions and two-dimensional joint probability distributions [13, 25]. These
two-dimensional analyses will be useful to decompose the dynamics of heterogeneous
systems into their various dynamical components, and to provide in-depth information
about the microscopic mechanism of biomolecular conformational transitions.
Although the FICS approach has so far been applied only to fluorescent proteins,
it has the potential to be valuable for general studies of conformational transitions in
fluorescently labeled proteins and nucleic acid systems. The breadth of information
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provided by such measurements would test fundamental models of bio-molecular
dynamics, as well as enable new studies of enzymatic function in living cells.
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CHAPTER III

ACTIN ASSEMBLY DRIVEN MITOCHONDRIAL DYNAMICS
IN MATING S. CEREVISIAE

In chapter II the method behind a FICS experiment on yeast cell mitochondria
was introduced along with preliminary results demonstrating what sort of impact
microfilament organization has on the dynamics of the organelle. Here we interpret these
results with the mean square displacement providing the framework of our analysis. By
also examining the effects of actin-related mutants, we address possible mechanisms of
the anomalous diffusion of mitochondria in healthy cells. Our results are consistent with
a model in which mitochondrial motions are mediated by a nucleation and growth
mechanism involving filamentous actin assembly. The work with actin mutants actlV159N and

Arc18p~

was made possible through the generosity ofL. Pon.

Background

The intracellular environment is a dynamic, multi-component fluid, with
relaxations spanning a broad range of length and time scales. An accurate molecular level
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understanding of intracellular transport must account for the myriad chemical species and
physical processes at play. In cells, thermally generated inertial forces give rise to
stochastic particle displacements, which are characterized by the mean-squaredisplacement (MSD). For a spatially homogeneous fluid, the MSD scales linearly in time,
i.e., MSDoc r a , with a

= 1 [1]. However, the microscopic heterogeneity of the

intracellular environment is thought to result in anomalous particle motion [2-4]. For
example, a small protein or larger particle may become 'trapped' or 'caged' during
extended periods of intermittent mobility. Such anomalous motion often leads to subdiffusive scaling of the MSD, with a < 1.
A growing body of research has identified both normal and anomalous diffusion
of intracellular species. The motions of small proteins in bacteria, for example, appear to
be diffusive [5-7]. These findings contrast with observations that the motions of larger
mRNA-protein clusters in E. coli, as do the motions of yolk granules in yeast, appear to
be sub-diffusive [3, 4]. The apparent differences in the dynamics of various intracellular
species and host organisms may be reconciled by accounting for the size of the mobile
particles relative to a structural length scale associated with the cytoplasmic environment
[8]. In this picture, anomalous diffusion is a measure of the tendency of particles to be
hindered by the obstacles comprising the crowded intracellular space.
An alternate picture arises from recognition that the cell is also host to selfassembling cytoskeletal proteins, such as actin, which can produce physical forces as the
polymers grow [9]. The assembly of branched actin networks, for example, are an
underlying molecular mechanism of cell motility [10]. Should a sub-cellular object
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directly experience the fluctuating forces of actin network assembly and disassembly, one
might expect it to exhibit anomalous, intermittent motions that are best characterized as
sub-diffusive. Thus, an undetermined combination of thermal diffusion, macromolecular
crowding, and actin network dynamics can potentially mediate the transport of
intracellular species. In this work, we address the question of whether the fluctuating
forces due to actin network assembly are germane to the cell environment, and in
particular how they affect the motions of a ubiquitous sub-cellular object, the
mitochondrion.
Mitochondria are well known for their role in intracellular ATP production, heme
and fatty-acid biosynthesis, and programmed cell death [11-13]. They are also known to
exhibit complex intracellular motions [14]. Microscopy studies reveal that mitochondria
undergo transformations between different morphologies, which occur by a combination
of fusion and fission events and membrane redistribution. A prominent feature of
mitochondrial dynamics is the continuous shape changes and positional fluctuations of
the membrane [15, 16]. For many years, biologists have sought to understand the
significance of these motions in terms of the protein machinery responsible for subcellular organization [14]. This question addresses key issues of how cells regulate their
metabolic states, and how they coordinate the delivery of mtDNA to their progeny. The
local redistribution of mitochondria to sites of fluctuating ATP consumption is arguably a
means for the cell to override the diffusive barriers of the crowded intracellular space
[17]. On the other hand, global transport and segregation of mitochondria to daughter
cells is an important feature of mtDNA inheritance [18, 19].
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A molecular genetics approach to study cytoskeletal activity is to compare mutant
cell lines to their wild-type parents. Because of the availability of yeast genetic mutants,
S. cerevisiae is a useful organism to probe the mechanism of mitochondrial dynamics. In

mammalian cells, mitochondrial motion depends on both microtubules (MTs) and
microfilaments (MFs) [16]. The broad distribution of relaxation times observed in
mammalian cells suggests a complex regulatory system that involves multiple species of
structural proteins [15, 16]. In yeast, it has been demonstrated that the polarized
movement of mitochondria from a parent cell to its daughter bud requires only an intact
actin cytoskeleton [20-22]. Related studies of budding yeast have revealed a number of
mitochondrial membrane and actin associated proteins required for polarized
mitochondrial movement. These studies suggest that the polarized mitochondrial
transport mechanism might involve an Arp2/3-mediated actin network assembly process
[22-24].
In this work, we study the influence of the dynamic intracellular environment on
the motion of mitochondria. By comparison to cells with inhibited cytoskeletal activity,
we isolate the effects of specific protein components on mitochondrial movement. We
examine conditions in which the actin and tubulin cytoskeletons are grossly disrupted
(using pharmacological agents), in addition to more subtle interferences induced by
mutations (see Table 1). Our previous studies of osteosarcoma cells revealed that
mitochondrial movement depends on the normal function of both the actin and tubulin
cytoskeletons [16]. Nevertheless, those studies did not establish the relative importance
of the two cytoskeletons to the mechanism of mitochondrial motion. It is possible that
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local contacts between the actin and tubulin cytoskeletons, present in osteosarcoma cells,
could indirectly influence mitochondrial mobility. This issue is clarified through studies
of the more primitive yeast cells, in which the concentration of cytoplasmic MTs is much
lower than in osteosarcoma cells.

Strain number

Genotype
his3~1, leu2~O, ura3~O

MYY290

MATa,

DDY1493

MATa, actl-VI59N::HIS3,

Source
(Smith and Yaffe, 1991)

(Belmont and Drubin, 1998)

his3~1, tub2~O, ura3~O, lue2~O

DDY1495

MATa, ACT1::HIS3, his3~1,

(Belmont and Drubin, 1998)

tub2~O, ura3~O, lue2~O

BY4741

MATa,

his3~1, leu2~O, ura3~O,

met15~O

YSCI021-

MATa,

555365

leu2~O, ura3~O, met15~O

arcI8~;;kanMX, his3~1,

Table 3.1. Strains used in this study.

(Open Biosystems, Huntsville,
AL)
(Open Biosystems, Huntsville,
AL)
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Our studies employ Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy (FICS) to observe
the length scale dependent dynamics offluorescently labeled yeast mitochondria. FICS is
a high precision, interferometric approach to measure the spatial fluctuations of
fluorescent objects over a broad range of temporal scales [15, 16,25,26]. Using FICS,
we determine the time correlation functions

F( k, 'l'), which indicate a loss of structural

memory measured against an experimentally adjustable length scale da (with
wavenumber k = 2n/dG

).

The time correlation functions provide the MSD, from which

we identify short and long time diffusive regimes, separated by a transient period of subdiffusive behavior. Both short- and long-time diffusive motions may be related to the
microscopic interactions between mitochondria and its local environment.

Results

Mitochondrial Dynamics in Mating S. cerevisiae Are Sub-Diffusive on Intermediate
Time Scales and Are Strongly Coupled to Actin. To characterize the dependence of
mitochondrial dynamics on cytoskeletal proteins in mating S cerevisiae, we cultured
cells to log phase before incubating them in 100 /-lM alpha factor for a period of two
hours. In Figure 3.1, we show fluorescence micrographs of typical specimens. For all of
the cases we studied, we observe the "shmoo" protrusion, characteristic of cells arrested
in the mating state. For healthy yeast cells, mitochondrial structure is similar to that in
higher organisms arrested in Gl. We observe a single interconnected network of tubular
filaments constituting the reticulum morphology [15, 16] (see Figure 3.1A). Figures 3.1B,
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3.1 D, and 3.1 F show the results of Alexa-phalloidin-542 labeling of actin filaments in
fixed cells (see Methods). Figure 3.1 B shows that the actin cytoskeleton in healthy cells
is extensive and concentrated near the shmoo tip. Prominent features such as actin cables
and patches are evident. For cells treated with the microtubule-destabilizing agent
Nocodazole, both mitochondrial morphology (Figure 3.1 C) and actin filament integrity
(Figure 3.1 D) appear to be unaffected. In contrast, the actin cytoskeleton of cells treated
with Latrunculin-A appears depleted. In this case, the mitochondrial reticulum
morphology is also disrupted, resulting in a population of intermediate size mitochondrial
compartments (Figure 3.1E). Our phalloidin labeling procedure reveals no trace off-actin
in Latrunculin-A treated cells (Figure 3.1F).

Mito
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Actin
Figure 3.1. Micrographs of fluorescently
labeled yeast mitochondria (left column,
red) and MFs (right column, green),
under different cytoskeletal conditions.
(A) & (B) The mitochondria of healthy
cells appear in the reticulum morphology
with an extensive actin cytotoskeleton.
(C) & (D) Treatment with the
microtubule destabilizing agent
Nocodazole leaves both the reticulum
structure and the actin cytoskeleton
intact. (E) & (F) Treatment with
Latrunculin-A results in the
mitochondria breaking up into smaller
compartments, and the depletion of actin
MFs.
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In Figure 3.2, we compare results for mitochondrial fluctuations in healthy cells
(MYY290, black curves) to cells treated with MT destabilizing Nocodazole (blue) and to
cells treated with MF destabilizing Latrunculin-A (green). We directly compute from our
data the density time correlation function
In[

F( k, r), and we subsequently determine

1/F( k, r)] (see Methods). When presented on a log-log plot, these curves are

proportional to the MSD

(f).r2

(r)) = 6Dra

according to rInk + In( f).r2 (r))

=

r In k + In D + a In r . In principle, each curve is the sum of two contributions; a term that
is linear with respect to In r with slope a , and an offset rInk + In D . We focus on the
dependence of the temporal scaling exponent a on cytoskeletal integrity. Such scaling is
known to reflect local caging interactions in polymer solutions [27]. Figure 3.2 shows
four sets of curves (vertically displaced by factors of 10), with each curve corresponding
to one of the fringe spacings dG = 0.6, 0.79, 1.03 and 1.19 Jlm. We note that these data
span three orders of magnitude in time, and that it is possible to discern a characteristic
shape. At short times, the curves appear to scale as a = 1, followed by an intermediate
sub-diffusive regime with a = 2/3. At long times, the curves crossover to a = 1. For
MT inhibited cells, the behavior is very similar to that of healthy cells, indicating that the
dynamics of the local environment are unaltered. For cells in which MFs are destabilized,
the characteristic shape of the MSD persists; however, the time window during which
sub-diffusive behavior occurs is shifted to shorter times. We further note that for MF
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Figure 3.2. In [1/ F(k, 1") plots of mitochondrial fluctuations in healthy cells (black
curves), cells treated with the f-actin inhibitor Latrunculin-A green curves), and cells
treated with the microtubule inhibitor Nocodazole (blue curves). Each set of curves
represents measurements performed at a different length scale dG =0.6 /lm, 0.79 /lm, 1.03
!lill and 1.19 !lill. For all of the length scales investigated, cells treated with LatrunculinA show a pronounced decrease in mitochondrial mobility. FICS data of a 0.5 /lm colloid
sample in viscous, concentrated sorbitol solution is presented in the top of the figure.
Various lines with slopes representing the time scaling parameter a are also provided to
guide the eye.

destabilized cells, the magnitude of the MSD is diminished in comparison to healthy cells
for all of the length scales investigated. These data show that mitochondrial
displacements in yeast are sub-diffusive over a broad range of time scales, and are
sensitive to the integrity of the actin MFs, but much less sensitive to MTs. To assess the
degree to which mitochondria are able to move around their environment during long (70
sec.) and short (.7-1 sec.) periods of time, we define the effective diffusions as

jj = In[ F(k, 1")J/1"k 2 and present these for healthy and Latrunculin-A treated cells in
Table 3.2. The effective diffusion coefficients corroborate the significant decrease in
movement of Latrunculin-A treated mitotochondria observed in the MSD data.
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Healthy

Latrunculin-A

Fringe Size b (cm sec-I) / 10-[2 b (cm sec-I) /10-[2 b (cm sec-I) / 10-[2 b (cm 2 sec-I) /10-12
(Jlm)
(time:0.7-1sec)
(time:70sec)
(time:0.7-1sec)
(time:70sec)
0.60
7.75
2.49
5.36
1.72
0.78
8.18
2.64
6.13
1.78
1.91
1.03
9.41
3.01
7.34
1.19
8.35
2.97
6.25
1.97
Table 3.2. Effective diffusion coefficients of mitochondria in healthy cells and cells
treated with Latrunculin-A
2

2

2

The Magnitude ofMitochondrial Displacements Are Enhanced in tlte Actin Mutation
ActV159N and Suppressed in the Deletion Mutation Arc18pL1 ofthe Arp2/3 Complex.
Our observations implicating the actin cytoskeleton in mitochondrial motion led us to
compare the behavior of wild-type cells to cells containing mutations of proteins
participating in actin assembly (see Methods and Table 3.1). In Figure 3.3, we compare
results from the actin mutant strain actl-V159N (light gray) to those of its wild-type
parent (black), which were measured at the elevated temperature of 36°C. Similar to
drug-treated cells, the MSD for mutant cells exhibit nearly the same characteristic shape
showing short and long time diffusive regimes, separated by an intermediate subdiffusive regime. The actl-V159N strain is a temperature sensitive mutation, whose cell
culture growth rate is suppressed at the elevated temperature of 36°C. At room
temperature (22°C), the growth rate of the mutant strain appears normal, and is
indistinguishable from its wild-type parent (data not shown). At the elevated temperature,
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Figure 3.3. Comparison between In[1/ F( k, r)] plots of mitochondrial fluctuations for
the temperature-sensitive actin mutant strain actl-Vl59N (DDYI493, gray curves), and
its wild-type parent ACTI (DDYI495, black curves), measured at the non-permissive
temperature 36° C. Each set of curves corresponds to the length scale indicated. On the
longer length-scalses 0.79 Jlm, 1.03 Jlm and 1.19 Jlm, there is a significant increase in the
mobility ofactl-Vl59N mitochondria, in comparison to wild-type cells.

we observe a distinct separation and enhancement of the dynamics for actl-VI59N, in
comparison to wild-type mitochondria at long times and for dG :?: 0.79 Jlm. This
separation appears to vanish when we decrease the sample temperature to 22°C (data not
shown). Table 3.3 shows that the effective diffusion for mitochondria at short and long
times for the dG

= 0.79 Jlm length scale experiment is marginally higher in the mutant

than the wild-type.

-------------
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Wild-type
jj (cru 2 sec-I) / 10- 12

jj (cru 2 sec-I) / 10-12

act1-V159N
jj (cru 2 sec-I) /10- 12

Fringe Size
jj (cru 2 sec-I) / 10-12
(/..Im)
(time:0.7-1sec)
(time:70sec)
(time:0.7-1sec)
(time:70sec)
0.60
7.05
2.70
7.32
2.57
0.78
6.73
2.34
7.48
2.97
1.03
7.84
2.78
7.73
3.41
1.19
7.00
2.31
6.13
2.90
Table 3.3. Effective diffusion coefficients of mitochondria in wild-type parent DDY1495 cells and act1-V159N mutantDDY-1493.

Unlike our results for the drug treated cells, the actl-V159N cells show no evident
shift of time scale over which sub-diffusive behavior occurs. We point out that our in vivo
observations of enhanced mitochondrial motion for the mutant actl-V159N are consistent
with the actin polymerization model, since similar results are reported for in vitro studies
of actin polymerization involving the actl-v159n protein [28J. Wen et aL observed
enhanced polymerization rates of yeast actl-v159n protein in the presence of the actin
filament nucleation complex Arp2/3.
Because our findings implicate actin polymerization as a driving force of
mitochondrial motion, we next asked how regulatory complexes of f-actin might
influence these same processes. The Arp2/3 complex is a regulator of actin
polymerization and dendritic network growth [10, 29J. We therefore chose the Arp2/3
complex as the next candidate to investigate the effects of actin cytoskeletal mutants on
mitochondrial motion. We selected the deletion mutation Arc 18p~ to the ARC 18 gene,
which expresses a constituent protein of the Arp2/3 complex [30]. Cells with this
mutation appear to grow in culture at a reduced rate, in comparison to cells of the wild-
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type parent strain. In Figure 3.4, we compare our results for the mutant Arcl8p~ cells
(light gray) to those ofthe wild-type parent ARCl8 (black).
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Figure 3.4. In[1/ F(k, r) plots of mitochondrial fluctuations for the deletion mutant
strain Arcl8p~ (gray curves) and its wild-type parent BY4741 (ARC 18, black curves).
Each set of curves corresponds to the length scale indicated. For the largest two length
scales (1.03 J..lm and 1.19 J..lm)), the In[l/

F(k,r)J curves

are lower for the mutant

striain than the corresponding wild-type cell curves. There is also a small but discernible
difference at shorter time scales for the In[1/ F( k,
Arc18p~

r) J curves at 0.79 J..lm where the

mitochondria are less mobile than the wild-type mitochondria.

For the smallest length scale investigated (dG = 0.6 J..lm), the mutant and wild-type
parent strains behave nearly identically. However, for the largest three length scales (dG =
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0.79 !-Lm, 1.03 !-Lm and 1.19 !-Lm), the mutant Arcl8p~ cells exhibit smaller magnitude
displacements at short times, in comparison to the wild-type parent. This decrease in the
dynamics is confirmed by the effective diffusion for short and long times observed for
length scales greater than do

=

0.79 !-Lm, which are listed in Table 304. Similar to our

findings for the actl-Vl59N cells, the shapes of the MSD curves are the same as those
for the parent cells.

Arcl8p~

Wild-type

Fringe Size iJ (cm 2 sec-I) / 10-'2 iJ (cm 2 sec-I) / 10-12 iJ (cm 2 sec-I) / 10-12
(!-Lm)
(time:0.7-lsec)
(time:70sec)
(time:0.7-lsec)
0.60
lOA
0.78
12.2
1.03
12.0
1.19
11.6
Table 3.4. Effective diffusion coefficients
and Arc 18p~ cells.

2.56
3.06
3.13
3.32
of mitochondria in

iJ

2

(cm sec') /

10-

12

(time:70sec)

9.20
2.72
10.6
2.83
9.19
2.85
8.16
2.70
wild-type parent Arcl8p

Discussion

This work examines the influence of cytoskeletal function on mitochondrial
dynamics in mating S. cerevisiae. Research on dividing yeast cells has shown that the
inheritance of mitochondria in the daughter bud is unaffected by the loss of MTs,
although mutations directed at the stability and function of the actin cytoskeleton limit
the polarized movement of mitochondria from the mother to the daughter cell [20-24].
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We find that mitochondria of mating yeast cells undergo anomalous sub-diffusive
movements, similar to those of dividing yeast cells [18]. We have extended our study of
mitochondrial dynamics to this stage of the cell cycle to expand on the underlying
mechanism behind the motion of the organelle. Our method of recording and analyzing
the dynamics of mitochondria using FIeS is sensitive to very small displacements across
many decades in time, and is therefore useful to address the question of which subcellular components playa role in the cytoskeleton-related movements of mitochondria
[16].
By exposing S. cerevisiae of mating type' a' to the' a,' factor pheromone of the
opposite mating type, yeast cells were induced from the G1 stage of the cell cycle to the
mating phase. We find that mitochondrial dynamics in Nocodazole treated cells are
nearly identical to healthy cells (Figure 3.2). The MSD exhibits three regimes of temporal
scaling behavior characterized by a sub-diffusive regime (a

=

2/3), which bridges short

and long time periods of diffusion (a = 1). Agpar et al. identified a similar three timeregime behavior for the MSD of microspheres suspended in f-actin networks [31, 32].
Treatment of yeast cells with Latrunculin-A, which destabilizes actin MFs by
sequestering actin monomer, leads to suppression of mitochondrial motions for each of
the four length scales we studied (dG = O.611m - 1.19 11m).
For an understanding of the time scaling shift from diffusive to sub-diffusive and
then back to diffusive we offer two possible models. In the case of f-actin "caging", the
mitochondria would exhibit diffusive behavior until it bumped into an actin filament
confining the organelle to its cage (Figure 3.5, A). After a period of sub-diffusive
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behavior due to the interactions between mitochondria and the f-actin cage, the
mitochondria would return to a diffusive behavior on the time-scale that it takes for the factin cage to relax and rearrange. The studies on yeast mitochondrial segregation during
mitosis also provide a suitable model to explain the shift in time scaling [23]. In the event
that actin polymerization contributes a force to the directional displacement of
mitochondria, then the arrest of such a polymerization force would occur on the timescale where

a transitions from diffusive to sub-diffusive and the time-scale for the

initiation of a polymerization event leading to a displacement would correspond to the
later transition from sub-diffusive to diffusive (Figure 3.5, C).
In theoretical explanations for mean square displacement behavior of caged
particles in polymers, it was found necessary to account for a polymer depletion layer
around the particles [33, 34] A decrease in the length of polymers decreases the size of
the polymer depletion zone, effectively lowering the distance the particle may travel
before encountering the wall in its polymer cage [35]. For Mitochondria this translates to
less movement in an environment of shorter f-actin (Figure 3.5, B) and may be accounted
for through an earlier transition to a sub-diffusive regime in Latrunculin-A treated cells.
As an alternative to looking at the transition of the scaling parameter

a, we turn to a

short time (0.7-1 sec.) and long time (70 sec) effective diffusion coefficient calculated
directly from the intermediate scattering function,

F( k, r). In accordance with a greater

confinement due to a smaller depletion zone, the mitochondria in Latrunculin-A treated
cells have a lower effective diffusion at short times (Table 3.2). At long times we
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Figure 3.5. Putative models of actin-mitochondria interaction. The f-actin surrounding
mitochondria cages the organelle but also contributes to a depletion zone, which is larger
in cells with a normal cytoskeleton (A) than in cells that were treated with an actin
destabilizing drug Latrunculin-A (B). At long times the mitochondria in panel (B), will
experience a greater effective diffusion as compared to the one in (A) because the f-actin
will relax on a shorter time-scale. Panel (C) portrays the arrest of polymerization events
as the key contributor to the short-timescale dynamics of mitochondria, and the long
pauses on intermediate time-scales are only then interrupted by the initiation of new
polymerization events, which return the dynamics to diffusive at longer times.

anticipate the effective diffusion of Latrunculin-A treated mitochondria to increase
relative to wild-type since the time it takes for the f-actin environment to relax should be
shorter. However, this is not the case since the long time effective diffusion of
mitochondria in Latrunculin-A treated cells is lower than the corresponding wild-type
effective diffusion (Table 3.2). Turning to the actin polymerization force model, we
predict that the addition of Latrunculin-A should increase the arrest of polymerization
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forces and reduce the initiation of new polymerization events. The corresponding
decrease of both long and short time effective diffusion coefficients corroborates this in
Table 3.2. Our results are consistent with the observations of other workers who studied
budding yeast cells, who connected the activity of the actin polymerization to
mitochondrial motion directed along the mother-bud axis [20-23].
Actin polymerization is known to be an effective force generator in processes
ranging from the extension oflamellipodia to the propulsion of bacteria in host cell
cytoplasm [10, 29]. By comparing the dynamics of mitochondria in actin mutant cells to
wild-type cells, we directly test this microscopic model against the f-actin cage model.
We selected the actin mutant actl-Vl59N to perform our first assay, since it is known
that this mutation has an increased in vitro rate of actin polymerization and f-actin
persistence length in the presence of Arp2/3 [28,36]. For the three largest of the four
length-scales (dG = 0.79 /lm, 1.03 /lm, 1.19 /lm, Figure 3.3), the MSD plots of the mutant
cells shift to positions that are higher than the corresponding wild-type curves. It should
be noted that unlike the lateral shift of the temporal scaling value as observed in cells
treated with MF destablizer Laturnculin-A, there is no corresponding shift in temporal
scaling of actl-V159N mutants as compared to wild-type. The actin mutation is thus
limited in its ability to dramatically change the dynamic-mechanical interaction between
mitochondria and the cytoskeleton. An analysis of the effective diffusion at both short
and long times allows us to proceed with a test of the two actin-mitochondria interaction
models. For the mutant we expect the f-actin cage model to increase the effective
diffusion at short times relative to the wild-type because an increased persistence length

· .
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should increase the volume of the depletion zone, and the long-time effective diffusion
should decrease for the mutant since the f-actin would exist in a more stable state and
rearrange on a slower time scale. When we tum to the actin polymerization force model,
the anticipated short time effective diffusion would also increase on short times because
the rate of arrest would not be as high in the mutant, but, on the contrary to the caging
model, the initiation rate of actin polymerization forces in the mutant would increase the
long-time effective diffusion of the mutant. In Table 3.3 we provide effective diffusions
of mitochondria for the actl-V159N mutant and wild-type at long and short times. On the
length scale with the most significant separation between wild-type and mutant MSD
displacement data (Figure 3.3, do

=

0.79 !lm) our resultant effective diffusion values are

consistent with those expected for the actin polymerization model. When we examine the
temperature sensitive actl-V159N strain at room temperature (22°C), the mitochondrial
dynamics are indistinguishable from those of the wild-type strain (data not shown). This
control experiment confirms that our observations at elevated temperature are correlated
to the actl-V159N mutation.
Our actl-V159N results prompted us to perform a second study to compare the
dynamics in cells of an Arp2/3 mutant to those of its wild-type parent. As an Arp2/3
mutant, we chose a subunit knockout, Arc 18p~, which is less detrimental to cell growth
than other Arp2/3 mutants. The Arc18p~ strain may also permit residual amounts of the
Arp2/3 complex to form, and although there are actin polarization defects in the budding
yeast cell, there is evidence of some actin patch formation [30]. The effect of this Arp2/3
mutation is to increase the relaxation time scales in comparison to wild-type, for the

----------
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length scales dG = 0.79 11m, 1.03 11m and 1.19 11m (Figure 3.4). Bearing in mind that the
Arc l8pLl strain maintains some features that depend on Arp2/3 functionality, we interpret
this decrease in the rate of mitochondrial displacements in terms of a partial loss of
Arp2/3 function. Returning once more to the actin-interaction models, we look at the
long- and short-time effective diffusions of this mutant relative to its wild-type for some
clarification as to which model is a better fit. In the f-actin cage model we expect to find
a lower short-time effective diffusion for the mutant while the long-time effective
diffusion should increase as compared to the wild-type. This is anticipated because the
mutant would influence the length of f-actin structures, which decreases the depletion
zone, and the decreased filament size should also shorten the time-scales of f-actin
rearrangement. The impact of the Arc18pLl mutant on effective diffusion as transmitted
through the actin polymerization force model would decrease both long and short time
effective diffusions since the rate of actin polymerization arrest would increase and the
rate of new actin polymerization initiation would be lower when compared to wild-type.
The findings in Table 3.4 agree more closely with the actin polymerization force model
because both effective diffusions in the mutant show a decrease from the wild-type
values.
The agreement between the predictions made about effective diffusion values for
the actin polymerization force model and the short and long time effective diffusions
derived from our data confirm that this model is a better description of the dynamic
interaction between mitochondria and the actin cytoskeleton. In Table 3.5 we present an
overview of how the f-actin cage model and actin polymerization model performed in our
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comparison of expected and observed changes to the effective diffusion for all
experiments.

Depletion Zone Model
Actin
inhibitor

jjS - interaction
with

Dendritic Assembly Model

jjS - arrest of

jjL - relaxation of
f-actin cage

ijL - initiation of

dendritic filament dendritic filament

f-actin cage
Lat-A
expected

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

observed

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Consistent

expected

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Increase

observed

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Consistent

expected

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

observed

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Consistent

actl-v159n

Arc18p~

Table 3.5. Overview of actin-mitochondria interaction model. Effective diffusions for
short times, jjS , are defined between 0.7-1.0 seconds and effective diffusions for long
times, jjL, are defined at 70 seconds.

Whereas the actin filament destabilizing drug Latrunculin-A can have a
significant impact on actin dynamics and rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, we also
looked to actin mutants for evidence of how actin dynamics affect movement of the
mitochondria within the context of a more functional cytoskeleton. For both actin
polymerization mutants, actl-V159N and

Arc18p~,

we observe an increasing departure
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from normal mitochondrial dynamics as the experimentally probed length scale do is
increased. For the actl-Vl59N strain, the rates of mitochondrial motion increase relative
to wild-type for do = 0.79 11m, 1.03 11m and 1.19 J..lffi (Figure 3.3), while for the Arc18p~
strain, the rates decrease relative to wild-type on shorter time scales for do = 0.79 11m
1.03 11m and 1.19 11m (Figure 3.4). These results suggest that the mitochondrial transport
mechanism depends on the coordinated process of actin polymerization, and involves
macroscopic actin filament growth. The similarity between mutant and wild-type cell
dynamics at the shortest length-scales investigated indicates a crossing over from an factin network nucleation to growth phase, with a critical nucleation size approximately
equal to the cross-over length scale (do

~

0.79 11m). This interpretation is consistent with

previous studies of osteosarcoma cells, where local segments of mitochondria were
observed to undergo "hopping" motions at this same length scale during sub-second time
intervals [15]. In the context of a nucleation and growth picture, we can view the
behavior of the mutant strains in terms of the collective stability of the actin filament
network. For example, in the Arc 18p~ cells a small pool of functional Arp2/3 might carry
out the initial steps of the actin polymerization. However, after the formation of a critical
nucleus of filaments, the mutant cells may no longer support network growth over larger
distances at the wild-type levels. Similarly, it is possible that the defective functionality
in both mutants become operative only after sufficient actin filament growth has
occurred. In each scenario, the difference in the dynamics becomes apparent as larger
length-scales are traversed.
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Concluding Remarks. The methodology presented in the current work allows for a
quantitative analysis of the dynamics of mitochondria in mating yeast. All ofthe TCFs
obtained from our studies are multi-exponential. Since the mean-square displacement is
proportional to In[1/ F( k, r)

J, where F( k, r) is the TCF, we have quantified the dynamic

behavior of mitochondria in terms of this function. In contrast to the large differences
observed between the mitochondrial dynamics of healthy cells and cells treated with
Latrunculin-A, there are much smaller differences between" actin mutant cells and their
wild-type parents. The actin polymerization defects introduced in the mutant strains do
not completely abolish actin cytoskeletal activity. While our results indicate that f-actin
"caging" effects have a smaller impact on the mitochondrial transport mechanism as
compared to actin polymerization, they do not eliminate the possibility that other modes
of force generation are also involved. A more complete picture will follow from further
studies that investigate the roles of linear actin cable flow, an Arp2/3 independent
process, and mitochondrial associations with actin cables.
The current analysis of local mitochondrial fluctuations underscores the notion
that a dynamically heterogeneous process governs the motions of this organelle. Such
behavior cannot be fully understood from structural information alone. By generating
two-point TCFs from FICS measurements collected on Latrunculin-A treated cells and
actin polymerization mutants and presenting this data in terms proportional to the MSD,
it is possible to distinguish between subtle changes in the sub-diffusive processes that
drive mitochondrial movements. More detailed dynamic information may follow from
analyses of FICS measurements that account for higher-order correlated motions. For
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example, a four-point correlation analysis should reveal the time- and length-scales over
which successive mitochondrial movements are coupled. Such approaches may prove
useful to the general problem of detecting the effects of agents that disrupt normal
cytoskeletal function.

Methods

Yeast Strains and Fluorescent Labeling ofMitochondria. In Table 3.1, we list the
strains of S. cerevisiae that we used in this study. We selected MATa strains for their
sensitivity to alpha factor, which shifts these cells into the mating phase of the cell cycle.
To visualize mitochondria, we transformed the cells with pRS316, containing DsRed.Tl
fused to the COX4 leader sequence. We cultured cells to log phase in SD media, before
treating them with 100 JlM alpha factor for two hours. For our microtubule depletion
experiments, we treated samples with Nocodazole at 30 Jlg/mL, followed by incubation
for an additional 30-40 minutes. For our microfilament depletion measurements, we
treated samples with Latrunculin-A at 200 IlM for a 10-minute incubation period. In
preparing our samples, we mounted them onto a thin 3% agarose pad using SD media and
10 IlM alpha factor. We sealed the samples using valap to fuse the edges of a coverslip to
the glass slide. To visualize MTs or actin microfilments, we performed antibody staining
with rat anti-a-tubulin (YOL 1/2 from clontech) or Alexa-phalloidin-542, following a
3.7% paraformaldehyde fixative treatment [37]. We conducted our studies of the effects
of cytoskeletal inhibiting drugs on mitochondrial motility at 22°C; the mutant actl-
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V 159N (DDY 1493) and its parent (DDYI495) at 36°C; and the mutant Arc18p~ and its
wild-type parent BY4741 at 22°C.

Quantitative Characterization of Yeast Mitochondrial Dynamics by Fourier Imaging
Correlation Spectroscopy (FICS). To quantify the cytoskeletal-specific motions of yeast
mitochondria, we conducted FICS experiments under conditions in which key
cytoskeletal components were either removed using pharmaceutical agents, or were
inhibited in mutant strains. Our measurements span a wide range of distances (0.6 - 1.2
f..lm) and times (l0- 1 - 3 x 102 s) to characterize these motions. FICS is a phase-selective

approach to measure mitochondrial filament fluctuations [16, 25]. The sample is placed at
the focal plane of a fluorescence microscope where an excitation grating is generated by
intersecting two vertically polarized laser beams. A modulated fluorescence signal is
detected from the spatial overlap of the grating and a fluctuating density of labeled
mitochondrial filaments. The laser beam waist at the sample (40 f.lm) is wide enough to
encompass ~ 15 - 30 yeast cells, while the fringe spacing dG is adjustable between 0.5 1.2 f.lm. The wave vector k =
the grating, where

i

(2n/d i
G

)

specifies the spatial frequency and orientation of

is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the x-axis. The local

filament density is described by

8n(r,t) =

I: A;8[r - r;(t)J -NA/V,
1

where

r
i

is the

center-of-mass position of the ith segment, Ai is its fluorescence intensity, V is the
sample volume, and A is the mean segment intensity. The phase of the grating </J is

-

-----_._-----------
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modulated at the frequency 50 000 Hz, so that the fringes are swept at a much greater
speed than an average filament can move.
By phase-synchronous detection of the modulated fluorescence, we determine the
complex signal

N (t) = Nk

1I2

I:

1

Ai expi[k. r i (t)J [25, 26J. This signal is the Fourier

transform of the sampled mitochondrial density distribution, defined at the wave-vector
of the excitation grating. As the mitochondrial filament positions fluctuate, the resultant
signal monitored by our experiment evolves in time.
In a typical experiment, we collect ~ 524 000 data points at an acquisition
frequency of256 Hz, over a period of ~ 35 minutes. To quantify the time-dependence of

N (t), we calculate the two-point time correlation function (TCF)
k

(N= (0 )Nk (r)) =

lim t

T--t~

T

Jro N= (t')N (r + t')dt' , where the angle brackets indicate the

integration over time, and

k

't"

is the interval separating successive measurements. These

measurements were repeated between 10 - 15 times, compared for consistency, and
averaged together. The TCF decays on a time scale associated with the movement of
filaments across distances characteristic of the optical fringe spacing d G • For a dilute
system of non-interacting Brownian particles, the TCF is expected to decay as a single
exponential exp( -r/ro )' with r o =(k 2 Do

r

the average time required for a particle to

diffuse the distance dG with diffusion constant Do [16J. We expect deviations from
diffusive behavior to reflect the non-random interactions of mitochondrial segments with
cytoskeletal elements, in addition to the influence of other intracellular species. To
account for these deviations, we adopt the general form for the TCF:
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exp{ -iF (~r2 (r))}, where the mean-square-displacement (~r2 (r)) = 6Dr a , D is a
generalized diffusion coefficient, and

r

and a are spatial and temporal scaling

exponents, respectively. The parameter L = Y/ a specifies the nature of the dynamics.
For L = 2, the dynamics are termed diffusive, while sub-diffusive and super-diffusive
dynamics are characterized by L > 2 and L < 2, respectively.
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CHAPfERIV

KINETIC PATHWAYS OF SWITCHING OPfICAL CONFORMATIONS IN DSRED
BY 2D FOURIER IMAGING CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY

The two people who collected the bulk of the PM-PICS experimental data on
DsRed are M. Fink and K. Adair. This chapter was possible through their diligence and
the collaborative effort with G. Lott on interpreting these data.

Having already established in chapter II that polarization-modulated FICS (PMPICS) is a method able to separate a signal due to internal conformational changes from
the part that stems from translational dynamics, this chapter builds on the experimental
data recovered from DsRed dynamics by generating a new form of 2D optical
spectroscopy. This tetrameric protein has the overall effect of depolarizing light as energy
transfer processes occur between the four chromophores residing in DsRed, and as the
four chromophores switch between different spectral states, there are consequent changes
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to the degree of depolarization. This chapter explores the topography of 2D spectra
defined by the fluctuations in DsRed depolarization.

Background

A remarkable feature of proteins and nucleic acids is their unique ability to
undergo cooperative rearrangements in structure as part of mechanisms to regulate
biological activity. Rather than exist as a single, stable conformation, biological
macromolecules often exhibit a broad, heterogeneous distribution of sub-states in thermal
equilibrium [1,2]. Activation and inter-conversion between sub-states can span many
decades over time [3]. Such systems exhibit complex spectra of relaxations, with
principle time scales determined by transformations between sub-states, and exchange
kinetics between different transition pathways [4].
The kinetics of conformational transitions and chemical exchange can be studied
by two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectroscopy [4]. Transitions between conformations of
biological macromolecules are reflected by the magnitudes of diagonal and off-diagonal
peaks in 2D NMR spectra. In recent years, chemical exchange spectroscopy has been
applied at infrared and visible frequencies [5]. 2D optical methods can investigate the
inter-conversion between populations of chemical species that are spectroscopically nonequivalent. Such 20 optical experiments measure equilibrium chemical kinetics on the
time scales of the excited state lifetimes of vibrational or electronic transitions.
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In the current work, we show how polarization modulated Fourier imaging
correlation spectroscopy (PM-FICS) can probe the pathways of optical switching
conformations of the fluorescent protein complex, DsRed, over a broad range of time
scales much longer than the excited state lifetime (10-3 - 102 s). The PM-FICS method,
and its application to DsRed, is described previously in chapter II. Similar to 2D optical
and NMR methods, PM-FICS provides a phase-dependent optical signal that determines
four-point time-correlation functions and the associated 2D spectra. Moreover, the
information obtained from DsRed is sufficient to construct joint probability distributions
of time-dependent conformational coordinates.
From a kinetic perspective, the DsRed protein is a dynamically complex
heterogeneous system. Unlike monomeric variants of the green fluorescent protein (GFP)
[6], DsRed is an obligate tetramer of FP subunits [7]. FPs are single chains of ~ 230
amino acid residues, which form an II-stranded

f3 -barrel with dimensions'" 3 nm

x 4

nm. An a -helix inside the barrel contains the sequence of three residues that form the phydroxy-benzylidene-imidazolidinone chromophore. In DsRed, the

'Jr -'Jr'

electron

system of the chromophore is chemically and irreversibly extended to include an
acylimine substituent, adjacent to the imidazolidinone [8,9]. This so-called maturation
process occurs over the course of several days and can be followed by a gradual gain in
red photo-luminescence accompanied by a loss of green emission [8, 10]. Nevertheless,
the maturation reaction does not run to completion, even after prolonged aging, so that a
given DsRed molecule likely contains at least one 'immature' green chromophore [8, 11-
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13]. The red chromophore itself undergoes switching transitions, or 'flickering', between
optical conformations of different emission wavelengths and intensities, and on time
scales ranging between milliseconds and tens-of-seconds [14-17].
Although many studies have focused on the reversible, light induced pathways
between 'bright' and 'dark' conformations [11, 14-17], thermally driven transitions
between ground states are also possible [13, 16]. Detailed spectroscopic studies reveal
that the red chromophore can reversibly interconvert, either through excited-state or
ground-state pathways, between two brightly fluorescent red conformations (called 'red'
and 'far-red'), and a relatively dim' green' conformation [12, 13]. The energetic barriers
mediating these transitions are on the order of'" 1000 cm- 1 (or 12 kJ mol-I.::: 5 x kBT at
ambient temperatures). Although the physical nature of the inter-conversion processes
remains unclear, possible mechanisms include isomerization of the protein-chromophore
hydrogen-bonded network, cis-trans photo-isomerization, and ground state bond rotation
[16, 18].
For our current purposes, we invoke a simplified model to interpret the
conformational dynamics that influence excited state energy transfer between adjacent
chromophores in the OsRed complex. Figure 4.1 depicts the OsRed molecule as four
cylinders (arbitrarily labeled 1 - 4) with principle axes oriented approximately as in the
crystal structure [7]. Crystallographic data suggest that there are three possible
relationships between any pair of adjacent chromophores, given by the relative transition
dipole orientations (e 24

= 41 e23 = 47°, and e34 = 21°) and the inter-dipole distances
0,
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Figure 4.1. Optical conformational transitions of the' mature' red chromophores in
OsRed. DsRed is a tetrameric complex of cylindrically shaped fluorescent protein
subunits, with relative orientations approximated in the figure. Each subunit has at its
center an optical chromophore that can occupy one of two chemical states, corresponding
to green or red emission. The green chromophores (shaded green) do not undergo
chemical conversion to the red state on the time scales of our measurements. Red
chromophores can inter-convert on millisecond time scales between two highly
luminescent "bright" states (shaded red), and one "dark" state (shaded gray). From the
crystallographic structure of OsRed, the relative angles ae between adjacent absorption
and emission transition dipole moments are known, and identified according to the
numbering system shown on the top species. Polarization- and spectrally-selective
excitation of the red chromophore subunits, mediated by electronic excitation transfer
between coupled chromophores occupying adjacent sites, results in discrete transitions in
the fluorescence depolarization angle !'!..e ae .

e

(r

24

= 43A,

r

23

= 38A, and

r

34

= 22A). By symmetry, the relationships

between paired

transition dipoles 2-4, 2-3, and 3-4 are the same as those between 1-3, 1-4, and 1-2,
respectively [7].
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As previously mentioned, most DsRed tetramers contain at least one immature
green chromophore, which does not mature to red over the course of a PM-PIeS
measurement (~ 10 minutes). Of the sites that have matured to red (with absorption
maximum Amax

~

563 nm), these undergo reversible inter-conversion to the far-red

conformation (Amax

~

577 nm), or to the weakly fluorescent green conformation (Amax

~

484 nm), on time scales of tens-of-milliseconds and longer. Figure 4.1 depicts a DsRed
molecule with a single static (immature) green site at position 1 (shaded green), and three
dynamically inter-converting red sites at positions 2 - 4. In the experiments presented
below, the red optical transitions (Aex

~

532 nm) are selectively excited, and the

integrated emission from both red and far-red states is detected. Both red and far-red
conformations are considered bright states (shaded red in Figure 4.1), while green states
of the mature chromophore are dark (shaded gray). Thus, the immature green site at
position 1 is pinned, while the red sites at positions 2 - 4 undergo reversible switching
between bright and dark states. Because the distances and orientations between resonant
optical transition dipoles are relatively small, an excited red chromophore can transfer its
energy to one of its unexcited red or far-red neighbors by an energy transfer mechanism.
When two sites in the DsRed complex are thus optically coupled, the emission
polarization rotates by the angle

e

ae

,

which subtends the absorption dipole moment of the

initially excited chromophore and the emission dipole moment of the emitting
chromophore [14, 17]. Figure 4.1 illustrates three possible pair-wise couplings between
bright chromophore sites (for molecules with one site pinned), and the associated
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depolarization angles. Also indicated are the six possible angular displacements

!1e ae

associated with conformational transitions between the three optically coupled states.
Similar pair-wise couplings and transitions are possible for a molecule with all of its sites
red (zero sites pinned). However, for a molecule with two or more sites pinned,
transitions between distinct pair-wise coupled conformations are not possible, and such
species are not expected to contribute to the fluctuating emission signals.
The model depicted in Figure 4.1 is consistent with available experimental data
for DsRed. However, little is known about the details of such thermally activated
switching transitions, such as whether they occur at random or in a cooperative manner
due to interactions between adjacent FP subunits. For example, a cooperative mechanism
could involve a series of optical conformations, dynamically connected along multiple
kinetic pathways. The following work demonstrates how 2D PM-FlCS can determine
such information about the optical transitions of multi-colored FPs by monitoring the
coordinate fluctuations of a finite population of molecules.

Experimental Methods

PM-FICS Observables. The equilibrium coordinate fluctuations of a finite population of
DsRed molecules in 95% glycerol/water solution were monitored by the PM-FlCS
method, as described in chapter II. The measurement observables are the number density

Z;D(t) (expi[kGx(t)]) , and the anisotropy density
DC

G

Z~(t)
G
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DC

(expi[ kGx(t) -

2e ae (t)]) , where the angle brackets indicate a sum over the'" 106

molecules in the illuminated sample volume. In these expressions,

x(t)

and

e

ae

(t)

are

time-dependent position and conformation coordinates, respectively. We interpret these
signals using the first order cumulant approximation (discussed in chapter II).

Four-Point Time Correlation Functions. Four-point time correlation functions (TCF)
for the number density and anisotropy density fluctuations were constructed from
products of four sequential data points:

C~~ (t 43 ,t32 ,t21 ) == (Z~D* (0 )Z~D (t 21 )Z~D (t 32 + t21 )Z~D' (t 43 + t32 + t21 ))

(4.1)

and

ci~ (t 43 ,t32 ,t21 ) == (z:* (0 )Z: (t 21 )Z: (t 32 + t21 )Z:* (t 43 + t32 + t21 )) •
(4.2)

Equations 4.1 and 4.2 define the time intervals

t4

t

t

t

;:::: 3 ;:::: 2 ;:::: 1 ;::::

t43 (= t4 - t3 ) , t32 ' and t21

with

0 . In the first-order cumulant approximation, Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can

be written

(4.3)
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and

(4.4)

where
(4.5)

Equation 4.3 defines the time-ordered displacements of the mean center-of-mass,

t 21 and t 43 ' respectively. Similarly, Eq. (4.5) defines the time-ordered displacements of

the mean depolarization angle,

110;e (t 21 )

and

110;e (t 43 ) • Equation 4.4 suggests that the

anisotropy TCF can be determined from the ratio

mathematical forms to those employed in two-dimensional optical and magnetic
resonance spectroscopy [19]. Four-point TCFs contain information about correlations of
events that occur during the intervals

t 43

and

t 21

'

and decay on time scales for which the

magnitudes of the collective phase displacements deviate by an amount'" n/4 . Such
correlations diminish with increasing waiting period

t 32

'

so that they appear

indistinguishable from the products of functionally independent two-point TCFs. It is
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therefore useful to focus on the

t 32

-dependence of the difference correlation functions,

Two-Dimensional Spectral Densities. It is convenient to represent the four-point TCFs in
the frequency domain, through their partial Fourier transform, with respect to t43 and t21

(V43 ,t32 , V21 ) = f dt 43 f dt 21 [d 4 ) (t 43 ,t32 ,t21 ) - d 2 ) (t 43 ) d 2 ) (t 21 ) Jeiv21t21 +iV43 t43
~

S(4)

o

-

V 43

•

0

The 2D spectral density is given by the absolute value
V 21

(4.6)

~

IS(4)

(v 43 ,t32 , v21 )1 ' plotted in the

plane. The 2D spectral density is related to the joint probability that the system

undergoes two successive coordinate displacements at the transition rates

V21

and

V 43

,

separated in time by the interval t 32 • Such 2D spectra are similar to those obtained by
magnetic resonance and optical techniques, and can provide information about the rates
of chemical processes.

Two-Dimensional Distribution Functions. Information about weights and magnitudes of
correlated displacements can be obtained from four-point distribution functions (DFs).

sampling N molecules whose mean center-of-mass undergo two successive
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displacements, LUN(t 21 ) and LUN(t 43 ) ,during the intervals t21 and t43 , respectively. We
construct the joint distributions by sampling four-point products of the form
Z~D*(O)Z~D(t21) Z~D(t32 +t21)Z~D*(t43 +t32 +t21 )
= exp[ -tk;8LU~ (t 21 )Jexp[-tk;MX~(t43)J xexpikG[ LUN(t43 ) - LUN(t 21 )J .

Such products are used to calculate 20 histograms of the joint probability to observe
mean center-of-mass displacements during consecutive time intervals. As discussed in
chapter II, if the center-of-mass displacements are uncorrelated, then joint distributions
can be factored into a product of two-point DFs, i.e. p(2) [ LUN(t 43 )Jp(2) [ LUN(t 21 )J . For
such Brownian systems of diffusing molecules, the joint distribution is expected to be a
two-dimensional Gaussian centered about the coordinate LUN(t 43 ) = LUN(t 21 ) = 0 .
2D distributions are similarly defined for displacements of the mean
depolarization angle. p(4) [ ~e~e (t 43 ); ~e~e (t 21 )J is the joint distribution associated with
consecutive displacements of conformation, which is constructed from four-point
products of the anisotropy density z~* (0 )z~ (t 21 ) z~ (t 32 + t 21 )z~* (t 43 + t32 + t 21 )

=

Z~D*(O)Z~D(t21) Z~D(t32 +t21 ) Z~D*(t43 +t32 +t21 )

ZA* (0) ZA (t 21 ) ZA (t 32 + t 21 ) ZA* (t 43 + t 32 + t 21 ) . It is possible to divide the above
expression by the contributions from the number density to isolate the anisotropy effects
alone, i.e. ZA* (0) ZA (t21 ) ZA (t 32 + t 21 )ZA* (t 43 + t 32 + t21 )
= exp[ _28~e~e2 (t 21 )Jexp[ -28~e~e2 (t 43 )] xexpi2[ ~e~e (t 43 ) - ~e~e (t 21 )] .

...
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As we discuss below, such four-point DFs contain detailed information about correlated
changes in the conformation of coupled dipoles of the OsRed complex.

Results and Discussion

In Figure 4.2, we present results for the 2D spectral density and the joint DF of
the mean center-of-mass displacements. In Figure 4.2A is shown the logarithm of

IS~~(V21't32,V43)1 in the V21 -V43 plane, for t 32 = 10 ms. Because the TCFs for DsRed
translational motion decay exponentially, the Fourier transform-related spectral density
[see Eq. (6)] is Lorentzian. For t32 :s; 20 ms, a minor feature is observed along the
diagonal line V21

= V43 , indicating correlated motion on these relatively short time scales.

For t 32 > 20 ms, the feature along the diagonal disappears (data not shown). In Figure
4.2B is shown the joint distribution p~4) [ IiXN(t21);IiXN(t43)] evaluated at
t 21

= t32 = t 43 =

10 ms. For all values of t32 investigated, the joint DF appears as a two-

dimensional Gaussian consistent with Brownian motion. These results support the view
that cooperative center-of-mass displacements do not playa significant role in DsRed
dynamics on the time scales of the current measurements.
Having established an accurate picture of the center-of-mass dynamics for DsRed,
it is possible to apply the aforementioned factorization procedure to determine the 2D
spectrum of anisotropy fluctuations. In Figure 4.3 is shown the logarithm of the two-

_-----
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20

Figure 4.2. Contour diagrams of the twodimensional spectral density and joint
distribution function of center-of-mass
displacements. In panel (A) is shown the

-10

logarithm of IS~~ (V 21't32 , v43)1 versus

V21

and

v43 for a single value of the waiting period

t 32

= 10 ms. The lineshape is nearly Lorentzian,
centered at the peak value V 21 = V 43 = O. In
panel (B) is shown the joint distribution
400

p~4)[ fuN (t21),t32,fuN(t43)] for the values

E
..s

t 21

~

~

t 32

=

t 43

= 10 ms. The 2D distribution is

approximately Gaussian, and centered about the
origin with fuN (t 21 ) = fuN (t 43 ) = O.

IX~
<1

=

o

-200

-400
-400

-200

dimensional spectral density
with

t 32

Isi4) (V21't32 , V43 )1

as a contour diagram in the V 21

- V 43

=20 ms. Features that appear on the line diagonal to the spectrum (v =v
21

plane,
4)

indicate sampled populations that maintain their rate of conformational transitions over
the duration of the waiting period. Features that lie off the diagonal line , i.e. v 21

":t V 43

'

represent populations that undergo transitions between distinct regions of the spectrum
during the waiting period. In Figure 4.3, the magnitude of the spectrum evaluated at the
diagonal line is projected onto the horizontal and vertical axes. The sampled populations
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:~.

Figure 4.3. Logarithm of the twodimensional spectral density of the
mean depolarization angles

IS~4) (V 21 ,t32 , V43 )1 ' for waiting period

20

t32 = 20 ms. Features along the
diagonal line (labeled "fast" and
"slow") indicate the distribution of
conformational transition rates, while
off-diagonal features indicate
molecular populations that
"exchange" between conformational
transition rates. Along the horizontal
and vertical axes is projected the
magnitude of the spectrum, evaluated
at the diagonal V21 = V 43 . Contours are
shown at 0.5 and 0.25 times the peak
height.

5
5

are broadly distributed among transition rates ranging from 0 - 25 Hz, and are roughly
partitioned into two peaks centered at

~

10 and 14 Hz. In Figure 4.3, these peaks are

labeled "slow" and "fast" and are indicated by vertical and horizontal dashed lines. At the
intersections of the dashed lines are diagonal features associated with "slow" and "fast"
populations. Off-diagonal features are labeled "slow-to-fast" and "fast-to-slow," to
indicate molecular sub-populations that make transitions between the two spectral
regions. Because the 2D spectrum is nan-ow in the direction of the anti-diagonal
(V 21 = -v 4) , the sampled populations do not readily exchange between fast and slow

spectral regions on the time scale of ~ 20 ms.
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We next determine joint OFs that contribute to the spectral line shape. In Figures
4.4A - 4.4D are shown contour diagrams of p(4) [11(j~e (t43);I1(j~e (t 21 ) ] corresponding to
each of the four labeled points in the 2D spectrum shown in Figure 4.3. Features in the
joint OF can establish the existence of "pathways" between adjacent conformational
transitions. For each of the DFs shown in Figure 4.4, the values of the intervals are
20 ms, and

'21' '43

E

'32

=

{70 ms, 100 ms} , which were chosen to correspond to the labeled

points in the spectral density (Figure 4.3). Along the horizontal and vertical axes are
shown the projected magnitudes, which span the range ± 30° . These DFs were
constructed from histograms of'" 35,000 four-point products. The procedure was
repeated to insure reproducibility of independent data sets, and the results were averaged
together to produce the OFs shown in Figure 4.4.
For the two OFs representing diagonal features of the spectral density (labeled
"fast" and "slow"), both exhibit mirror plane symmetry with respect to the diagonal line
[11(j~e(t21) == 11(j~e(t43)]. For the two DFs representing off-diagonal features (labeled

"slow-to-fast" and "fast-to-slow"), each exhibits the projections of the "fast" and "slow"
DFs onto one another. The joint DFs exhibit numerous peaks and shoulders, which
undoubtedly reflect the conformational transitions of a complex heterogeneous system. In
our current analysis, we focus on a subset of these peaks (indicated by vertical and
horizontal dashed lines in Figure 4.4). For the DF representing "slow" displacements
(Figure 4.4C) , there are peaks centered at the coordinates [11(j~e (t21 ), 11(j~e (t 43 )]

=
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(-6°, _ 6°) , (+2°, - 6°) and (-6°, + 2°) . For the distribution representing "fast"
displacements (Figure 4.4B), there are peaks at the coordinates

Figure 4.4. (A - D) Joint distributions of the sampled mean displacements of
depolarization angles p(4) [ ~e~e(t43);~e~e(t21)J, where the waiting period 132
and

121

'

1 E {70 ms,

43

=20 ms,

100 ms}, as shown. Selected features in the joint distributions

(indicated by horizontal and vertical dashed gray lines) reflect temporally correlated
transitions that participate in "fast" (,..., 70 ms) and "slow" (,..., 100 ms) conformational
transition pathways. The magnitudes of the distributions are projected onto horizontal and
vertical axes. Contours are shown at 0.9,0.5, and 0.25 times the peak height.

(+2°, +2°), (+16°, +16°), (+2°, +16°), (+2°, _22°), (+16°, +2°) and (-22°, +2°).
These peaks indicate correlated events, in which a change in molecular conformation of a
given magnitude is temporally correlated to that of another. The diagonal symmetry of
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the "fast" and "slow" DFs suggests that for the relatively short waiting period of

'32

= 20

ms, there is no temporal bias to indicate which of the two correlated events precedes the
other.
The above results suggest that there are two significant optical conformation
pathways in DsRed; (i) a "slow" pathway connecting at least two sequential steps, which
involve the angular displacements

!1e~e

= +2°

and -6°; and (ii) a "fast" pathway

connecting at least three sequential steps, which involve the displacements

!1e~e

= +2° ,

+ 16° , and _22° . As discussed above, the coordinate pairings given by the joint DFs

indicate the adjacencies between sequential steps in a given pathway. For example, the
"fast" pathway appears to contain adjacent conformational transitions with

!1e~e

= _22°

and +2° , since the points (+2°, - 22°) and (-22°, + 2°) are present in the joint DF
shown in Figure 4.4B. On the other hand, the "fast" pathway does not contain adjacent
transitions with !1(j~e

= _22°

and +16° , because the joint distribution has no significant

magnitude at the points (+16°, - 22°) and (-22°, + 16°) . The distributions representing
off-diagonal features in the spectral density (Figures 4.4A and 4.4D) contain information
about exchange processes between the fast and slow pathways. For the distribution
representing "slow-to-fast" exchange (Figure 4.4A) , features are present at the
coordinates (+2°, +2°) , (+2°, + 16°) , (+2°, - 22°) , (-6°, + 2°), (-6°, - 22°) and
(-6°, + 16°) . For the distribution representing "fast-to-slow" exchange (Figure 4.4D),
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features are present at the coordinates (+2°, +2°) , (+2°, - 6°) , (+16°, + 2°) ,
(+ 16°, - 6°) , (-22°, + 2°) and (-22°, - 6°) . Features present in the exchange
distributions indicate bridging steps between "fast" and "slow" kinetic pathways.
Information about the time scale for exchange between "fast" and "slow" kinetic
pathways is obtained from the
shown the logarithm of
period:

t 32

t 32

-dependence of the 2D spectrum. In Figure 4.5A is

Isl4) (v21't32 , V 43)1 for sequentially increasing values of the waiting

= 200 ms, 2 s, 5 sand 10 s. As the value of t

32

is increased, the spectral

density broadens in the transverse (off-diagonal) direction on the time scale of a few
seconds. This transverse broadening indicates that sub-populations of molecules in the
"fast" pathway undergo exchange with molecular populations in the "slow" pathway. The
average time scale for the exchange is roughly the same as the

't A

= 8 s relaxation time

for the anisotropy two-point TCF, reported in chapter II. Nevertheless, the behavior of the
joint DFs indicates that the elementary steps of the exchange processes occur on subsecond time scales. In Figure 4.5B, are shown two sets of the joint distributions,
corresponding to

t 32

= 2 sand 5 s . These DFs exhibit features at the same coordinates

as those observed for the

t 32

= 20 ms DFs (indicated by dashed lines). As the waiting

period is increased, there is a gradual loss of diagonal symmetry for "fast" and "slow"
DFs (sub-panels Band C, respectively), such that they broaden in the direction of the
vertical axis. As discussed further below, this loss of diagonal symmetry corresponds to
the introduction of a temporal bias that indicates which of the two correlated transitions
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precedes the other. Furthermore, the loss of diagonal symmetry suggests a tendency for
molecular population to flow from "fast" to the "slow" pathways during the waiting
period.

A 20

5
5

B 60

-------

15 _ _

o

o
-60
-60

o

60

-60

o

60

-60

o

60

Figure 4.5. (A) Logarithm of the two-dimensional spectral density of the sampled mean
depolarization angles IS~4) (V 21 ,t32 ,V43)1, for

'32 = 200 ms, 2 s, 5 s, and lOs. The transverse

broadening indicates that the average exchange time scale of the anisotropy fluctuations
is approximately the same as the mean relaxation time 1: A = 8 s. (B) Joint distributions

p(4) [ Lle~e(t43);Lle~e(t21)J, with 132

= 2 sand 5 s.
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Conclusions

Millisecond conformational dynamics of freely diffusing DsRed was studied
using a four-point analysis of PM-FICS trajectories. The 2D spectrum of conformational
transitions,

Isl4) (V21 ,t32 ,v43 )1 ' is roughly partitioned into "fast" and "slow" kinetic

pathways. The slow anisotropy relaxation time

'I'A

=8 s is characteristic of exchange

between "fast" and "slow" molecular sub-populations. Detailed information about the
pathways connecting adjacent conformational transitions is contained by the joint
distributions, p(4) [ ~e~e (t43);~e~e (t 21 )] . For waiting periods much shorter than the
exchange time (t32 «'I'A)' there is a clear separation between molecular sub-populations
participating in each of the two pathways. For the "fast" sub-population, the angular
displacements
+2°

~

f!.(jae

= +2° , +16° , and _22° are observed, with adjacent pairings

+ 16° and +2°

displacements

f!.(jae

~

= +2°

- 22° . For the "slow" sub-population, the paired

and _6° are observed.

Our results can be combined with the model presented in Figure 4.1 for the
possible depolarization angles of DsRed optical conformations. We propose the
mechanism illustrated in Figure 4.6 to partially account for our observations of the
conformational transition pathways. The system is assumed to be at equilibrium, with
average steady-state concentrations of species maintained by balanced differential rates
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Figure 4.6. Possible model for the
conformational transition pathways
observed in OsRed. The structural
"slow" 100 ms
and color conventions are the same
,.\G~e = -6" (-6°)
\ " pathway II
as adopted in Figure 4.1, except that
the "far-red" chromophore state is
indicated by purple shading. The
measured displacements in the
intermediates
depolarization angle are shown in
(not directly observed)
parentheses next to the expected
values from the crystallographic
data. The molecule undergoes
temporally correlated (cooperati ve)
transitions between different
optically coupled conformations.
There are distinct "fast" and "slow"
transition pathways, operating on the 70 and 100 ms time scales, respectively (indicated
by the blue and gold arrows). Intermediates lacking dipolar coupling, such as the one
generically depicted at the center of the diagram, connects adjacent species. Exchange
processes involve correlations between transitions that occur on separate pathways, and
occur on the mean time scale of 8 s.
of inter-conversion. Based on the crystal structure of OsRed [7], three conformations are
possible for which the coupled dipoles have relative orientations 8,:e

= 47° , 41° , and

21°

(see Figure 4.1). Spectral shifts at individual chromophore sites result in conformational
transitions. The "fast" pathway, indicated by the blue arrow, consists of three temporally
correlated steps: -22°

~

+ 2°

~

+ 16° . The "slow" pathway, indicated by the gold

arrow, consists of two temporally correlated steps: +2'

~

- 6' . For each step is

indicated the observed (in parentheses) and the expected angular displacements
accompanying the conversion between species. In both transition pathways, observations
of the angular displacement

!1e = +2° are assigned to conformational transitions in
ae

-- -

----------------------
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which a red site is converted into a far-red site (purple). The similarities between optical
properties of the red and far-red states likely correspond to a very small change in the
transition dipole moment orientation. It is also hypothesized that intermediates lacking
dipolar coupling, such as the one generically depicted at the center of the diagram,
connects adjacent species. While there is a directional bias implied by the proposed
mechanism, the time ordering of events is interchangeable. A conformational transition
upstream in the pathway is correlated to an adjacent downstream transition. Nevertheless,
for

t 32

«'fA'

the time ordering of events is not established. That is, an upstream transition

is as likely to occur before a downstream transition, as it is likely to occur after one.
Features in the exchange distributions indicate correlations between transitions on
separate pathways. Therefore, molecules participating in one reactive pathway can
participate in the other pathway at a later time. For

t 32

«'fA'

the exchange processes are

symmetric; for each exchange process involving transfer of molecular population from
the "fast" to the "slow" pathway, there is an equally weighted exchange process in the
opposite direction.
As the waiting period is increased to values exceeding the mean relaxation time,
the loss of diagonal symmetry of the "fast" and "slow" joint distributions

p(4) [ ~e~e (t43);~e~e (t 21 )] (see Figure 4.5B) indicates the introduction of temporal bias.
For

t 32 ~ 'fA'

downstream transitions tend to occur with greater probability after the

waiting period. Corresponding inverse processes, in which downstream events occur
prior to upstream events, receive less weight. Furthermore, the broadening of the
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exchange distributions occurs in an asymmetric manner. While the "fast-to-slow"
distribution appears to elongate in the direction of the ~lj~e (t 43 ) axis, the "slow-to-fast"
distribution does so to a lesser extent. This indicates that exchange processes between
"fast" and "slow" pathways are more heavily biased in the "fast-to-slow" direction.
In this work, we have demonstrated a new 20 optical approach to study the
kinetics of equilibrium conformational transitions of biological macromolecules, over a
wide range of time scales 00-3 - 102 s). PM-PICS was applied to simultaneously monitor
molecular center-of-mass and anisotropy fluctuations. When applied to the system of
OsRed molecules undergoing free diffusion, the approach allowed us to isolate the effects
of optical switching conformational transitions. The phase-selectivity of PM-PICS
measurements enables the calculation of 20 distributions and spectral densities. Similar
to established 20 spectroscopic methods, the 20 spectral density determined by PMPICS is useful to decompose the kinetics of a dynamically heterogeneous system, such as
OsRed, into its separate components. A unique feature of PM-PICS is its ability to
determine joint probability distributions of coordinate displacements, which contain
detailed information about the pathways connecting sequential conformational
transitions.
The PM-PICS method shares common attributes with 20 optical spectroscopy,
single-molecule spectroscopy, and fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy. The detailed
information provided by PM-PICS measurements should be useful to address broad
ranging problems in the fields of protein and nucleic acid dynamics, as well as other areas
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in complex systems. In the current work, the well-defined structure of the DsRed
molecule made this an appealing candidate to demonstrate the potential of the approach.
The ability to perform such measurements on proteins and nucleic acids of general
interest, in solution and in cell compartments, could enable future studies of in vivo
enzymatic function.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Innovations in fluorescence microscopy and methods making it possible to
discreetly label subcellular components with fluorescent probes were major turning
points in biology. As the aspiration to look deeper into the cell and unlock its myriad
secrets pushes the frontier of new technology into unexpected directions, methods in
fluorescence experimentation remain as one of the focal points where new techniques
evolve and develop. This dissertation presents Fourier imaging correlation spectroscopy
(FICS) and polarization-modulated FICS (PM-FICS) as fluorescence methods suitable
for the study of microscopic subcellular compartments such as mitochondria and
conformational switching in multi-chromophore complexes, respectively. In what follows
are presented a summary of the findings in this dissertation and an outlook as to how
FICS and PM-FICS may be further developed as tools to study biological phenomena.
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Summary

At the center of any fluorescence spectroscopic endeavor is improving the ratio of
signal to noise collected at the detector. By explicitly isolating a single Fourier
component and exploiting the phase-selectivity of FICS, the observable dynamic range
can be dramatically increased by several orders of magnitude over conventional direct
imaging techniques (i.e. CCD microscopy). As a consequence to this improvement in the
signal to noise, fast dynamics inaccessible to high speed cameras may be captured with
FICS, and even slow dynamics benefit from the higher SIN ratio since lower excitation
intensities minimize photobleaching as well as reduce the production of photoreactive
radicals within the cell. In addition to its application as a method for studying
translational dynamics, FICS was modified to include a polarization grating in PM-FICS
for the purpose of studying the internal conformational dynamics of larger multichromophore molecules.
The FICS experiments on the dynamics of mitochondria in yeast cells were a
natural extension of the FICS work conducted in human osteosarcoma cells. The purpose
of both sets of experiments was to establish the relationship of mitochondrial dynamics to
the cytoskeleton. Because of their genetic pliability, yeast cells were a logical choice as a
model organism for the continuing project on mitochondria. When FICS derived mean
square displacements of mitochondria in cytoskeletal mutant cells are compared to wildtype cells, a strong dependence of yeast mitochondrial dynamics on the organization and
function of the actin cytoskeleton is observed. This work demonstrated the successful

--~------------------
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implementation ofFICS to study how a subtle cytoskeletal mutation affects intracellular
dynamics.
Modification of FICS to include a polarization grating led to the development of
PM-FICS and a window into the internal dynamics of single molecules. Because the PMFICS signal of single molecules may be separated into terms that result from their
collective translational displacements and fluctuations in their optical anisotropies, PMFICS experiments on DsRed were able to resolve time-dependent switching between
different Forster resonance energy transfer pairs. The strong agreement between changes
to the mean optical anisotropy of DsRed and crystallography data on the angular tilt of its
putative energy transfer pairs prompted the construction of a basic model to account for
observations in this time-dependent behavior. Analysis of the PM-FICS data on DsRed
was completed with higher order, 4-point correlation functions and by sampling the
corresponding mean dipole orientation angle signal to generate probability distributions.
These 2D optical tools proved to be critical to our findings on the optical conformation
changes of DsRed.

Outlook

FICS and PM-FICS are very promising tools for the contemporary biologist
seeking to gain a microscopic understanding of intracellular function. These two methods
were developed to contend with the rising challenge of collecting sufficient signal from
small samples without sacrificing dynamic range, perturbing the microscopic
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environment by introducing photoreactive radicals or relying extensively on models to
interpret the data. Whilst the PM-FICS experiment was performed on DsRed as an in

vitro experiment, the success of FICS with yeast cells holds the promise that future work
on single molecules in the cellular environment can be achieved.
For the time being there are still numerous questions that remain unanswered in
the study of mitochondrial dynamics and the cytoskeleton. Further PICS experiments
with myosin mutants could test the argument that actin polymerization is the only major
factor contributing to yeast mitochondrial motility. Moreover, one could envision FICS
as a sensitive screening tool to assess the relative effect of various mutations on the
motility of not just the mitochondria but numerous other organelles in the eukaryotic cell.
This broadened scope of study could identify which mutations might have a general
impact on the dynamics of all intracellular compartments and which ones promote a
specific influence.
As an ultimate goal, it would be very satisfying to see PM-FICS developed as a
tool for intracellular in vivo work; however, its advantages also make it particularly
suitable for in vitro research. Since PM-FICS is able to follow dynamics arising from
relative position changes in energy transfer pairs, the study of molecular conformation
fluctuations can be made accessible through the covalent attachment of fluorescent
probes. The changes in the anisotropy component of a PM-FICS signal in such an
experiment would then be attributed to the conformational changes in the tagged
molecule. An example of a prominent area in biological research well suited to this
application would be the interaction dynamics of DNA and its associated proteins.
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Depending on the placement of the two fluorescent probes, dynamics between different
conformational states of the DNA when bound or not bound by protein could be studied

in this manner.
FICS and PM-PICS have been tested and established as tools to investigate
various microscopic systems in biological and non-biological contexts. As the study of
the cell develops to a scrutiny of smaller components and fluorescence measurements
become arduous as the signal to noise levels drop to lower and lower levels, FICS and
PM-PICS offer a new sub-ensemble approach to assay the complex translational and
conformational dynamics of intracellular components.
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